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ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS REVIEW

AEA United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority
AEEW Atomic Energy Establishment. Winfrith
AERE Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Harwell
AGR Advanced Gas Cooled Reactor
BNL Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories (CEGB) Gloucester
BPD Burst Pin Detection
BWR Boiling Water Reactor
CDFR Commercial Demonstration Fast Reactor
CEGB Central Electricity Generating Board
CERL Central Electricity Research Laboratory. Leatherhead
CFR Commercial Fast Reactor (The future series of LMFBR following CDFR)
COVA COde VAIidation Experiments (Containment studies)
CSNI Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations
DFR Dounreay Fast Reactor
ONE Dounreay Nuclear Power Development Establishment
DPA Displacements per Atom
EDTA Ethylene diamene tetra acetate
ERA Electrical Research Association
HCDA Hypothetical core disassembly accident
IHX Intermediate Heat Exchanger(s)
IRD International Research and Development Co, Newcastle
KfK Kemforschungszentrum, Karisruhe
KNS Compact Sodium Boiling Loop, KfK
LDE Low density explosive
MEL Marchwood Engineering Laboratory, CEGB
MFCI Molten Fuel/Coolant Interaction
MMA Manual metal arc (welding)
Nli Nuclear Installations Inspectorate
NNC National Nuclear Corporation
PCL Pulse Control Loop
PFR Prototype Fast Reactor, Dounreay
PIE Post Irradiation Examination
RNL Risley Nuclear Power Development Laboratories
SNL Springfields Nuclear Power Development Laboratories
SRD Safety and Reliability Directorate, UKAEA
TIG Tungston-Arc Inert Gas (Welding)
TREAT Transient REActorTest Facility, Idaho
ZEBRA Zero Energy Breeder Reactor Assembly, Winfrith

A reduction in electricity sales over the last year had led to some fossil-fuelled stations being
prematurely retired and has postponed the start of some new stations. Nevertheless the main pro-
gramme for the building of 15 GWe of thermal reactors during the next ten years remains unaltered
and as summarised in last year's review. A formal request to build the first PWR at Sizewell in Suffolk
has been presented by the CEGB to the government. This is expected to lead to a Public Inquiry within
the next 12-18 months. The major contracts for building the AGR stations at Torness and Heysham
were placed recently.

Reduced projections for electricity demand up to the end of the century have also contributed
to a delay in the government's response to the recommendation by the industry that the Commercial
Demonstration Fast Reactor (CDFR) should be built to ensure that the option for commercial LMFBR
should be demonstrated and maintained. A government statement is now expected before the end of
1981.

Fast breeder reactors are expected to be required in the UK electrical supply system by about
the turn of the century. Series ordering will be preceded by construction and operation of the CDFR, of
a design suitable in all basic features for replication in programme reactors. The National Nuclear
Corporation (NNC) has continued the development of a CDFR design having the required operational,
safety and economic characteristics. The basic design concept is now nearing completion following
investigation of a number of alternatives. Some of the more important features of this design, namely
the core, primary circuit and reactor cooling systems, steam cycle and boilers, and overall plant -and
station layout are described in this review. As a result of increased understanding of sodium/water
reaction behaviour, development of manufacturing and inspection techniques and experience in plug-
ging and repair of tubes containing leaking welds, coupled with the preference for a once through
steam cycle, a re-evaluation of various boiler design styles have been undertaken. The types being
studied cover straight tube, U and J tube, hockey stick and helical coil designs. A final choice of steam
generator for CDFR has not yet been made. Key features in design selection are overall integrity to
ensure high availability, ease of maintenance and repair following minor tube leaks, resistance to
escalation of minor leaks to more major sodium/water reaction incidents, inspectability, relevance of
previous experience and capital cost.

Operation of the PFR was interrupted by a series of small leaks in the tube-to-tube plate welds
in the three evaporator units. The key areas have now been shot-peened to remove tensile stresses
in the surface material (see Section 2). the units have been repaired and operation at high power should
be restarted during March 1981. The performance of the core and primary circuits has continued to be
excellent. A major step forward was taken when the first 16 sub-assemblies were reprocessed in the
PFR reprocessing plant

During the year a system economic study has been completed to assist in providing a sound
technical basis for a fast reactor inquiry. This study was based on a set of programme assumptions and
economic ground rules developed and agreed in 1978 within the UK nuclear industry and updated in
1979. Broadly, it was concluded that the introduction of the fast reactor as soon and as rapidly as
feasible also leads, even on conservative uranium price assumptions, to economic benefits, the benefits
being greatest when electrical demand and raw fuel prices are at their highest The benefits are little
affected by 25% increases in costs, except for an increase in fast reactor capital cost when uranium
stays cheap; in this case the benefit virtually disappears if it is assumed that all other capital costs stay
constant. Use of the fast reactor also produces a dramatic fall (almost three-fold) in the need
uranium imports and, if market forces are allowed plausible influence on the assumed uranium price,
the cost benefit increases several fold. It is advantageous to return discharged fast reactor fuel to the
reactor as rapidly as feasible. For example, if the time out of reactor increases from 9 to 33 months, the
requirement for imported uranium rises by 75%.
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International collaboration continues to play a large part in the UK R&D programme and there
is an active exchange between the UK and all those countries with operating fast reactors. Possibilities
for international collaboration in at least the early stages of a commercial programme of fast reactors
are currently being considered by the government

2. PROTOTYPE FAST REACTOR

2.1 Highlights of operation in 1S80

The Prototype Fast Reactor has continued to provide essential information on materials per-
formance, operational conditions for comparison with design parameters, asymmetric coolant loop
operation and steam generator technology.

At the beginning of 1980 the Station was shutdown and major work on refuelling, inspection,
testing and engineering modification was in progress. This was all completed satisfactorily in early
March.

Subsequent operation of the Station was interrupted by a succession of small leaks in the tube-
to-tubeplate welds of the three evaporators and, as a consequence, only the equivalent of 30 days of
full power operation was possible during the year. At the end of the year the reactor had operated for a
total of 277 equivalent full power days and generated a gross total of 896 x 106 kWh of electricity.

Work began on the shot-peening of the tube-to-tubeplate welds in the evaporators with the
objective of making them less susceptible to stress corrosion cracking failure from the water side. The
spare evaporator unit was shot-peened first, followed by the units in circuits 2 and 3. The unit in circuit
1 was being prepared for treatment at the end of the period.

A major step forward was taken with the opening of the route for irradiated fuel between the
Station and the reprocessing plant on the Dounreay Site. The equipment in the PFR irradiated fuel cave
was successfully commissioned and sixteen fuel sub-assemblies were delivered to the reprocessing
plant, all being successfully reprocessed (see Section 3.1).

A new storage facility for irradiated fuel was also completed and commissioned during the year.
This water-filled pond is of novel design, with 247 storage positions to supplement those already
available under sodium in the cave.

2.2 Steam generator units

During the past year there have been ten separate leaks at tube-to-tubeplate welds in the
evaporators. On each occasion the leak was recognised by the hydrogen detection system monitoring
the gas space above the sodium and the Station was shut down in an orderly manner. Water, and later
sodium, was dumped from the affected circuit, the closure head of the evaporator removed, the leak
located, all other tube-to-tubeplate welds examined, the leaking tube removed from service by
explosive plugging and, finally, the circuit components reassembled and recommissioned. The mini-
mum time for this sequence of operations is a little over two weeks, but the time has, on occasion, been
greater to allow for more detailed weld inspections involving ferrule removal from the inlet ends of the
tubes. All three evaporator units have been affected in the past year, with most leaks occurring in ths
circuit 2 unit. In addition to the weld inspection and research and development work on weld failure
mechanisms carried out in AEA laboratories, attention has been concentrated on the application of the
shot-peening technique and the introduction of sleeves to by-pass defective welds.

In the shot-peening technique, the water side of each tube-to-tubeplate weld area is bombarded
by a stream of small steel balls less than 1 mm in diameter, propelled by a blast of air. The treatment

imparts a compressive stress in the surface layer of the metal which replaces any tensile stress there
previously. It has been shown in laboratory tests that this technique should protect the hard, highly
stressed welds from stress corrosion cracking in pure water which can occur under certain con-
ditions. The technique was applied first to the spare evaporator. Careful inspection before and after
the operation indicated that all had been accomplished as expected. The efficacy of the process in
reducing the susceptibility to cracking was checked by treating test blocks similarly. Another important
part of this first application was the successful demonstration of methods of ensuring that all steel shot
was removed from the U-tubes.

The plugging of tubes as a method of dealing with tube failures results in the loss of the heat
transfer surface. In order to avoid this, a technique has been developed which involves the by-passing
of the welds by placing a sleeve in the affected tube. This sleeve is then welded to the tubeplate
explosively, and below the weld it is brazed to the tube using a technique developed for the superheater
and reheater replacement tube bundles. Four tubes in the circuit 2 evaporator have been sleeved by
this method thus far and subsequent operation has given confidence in the technique, which is being
further developed.

2.3 Reactor primary and secondary circuits

The reactor availability since the end of the major shutdown in the spring of 1980 has been high
at 94% with the Station availability dominantly affected by the problems experienced with the steam
generator units and power plant. The standard fuel advanced to a peak burn-up of about 7-7% and the
blanket fuel to 0-61%. There have been no fuel failures in the past year.

The basket in the single secondary circuit cold trap loop, which it was considered had sufficient
capacity remaining for one run, required changing in July as a consequence of the evaporator leaks.
The trap is used after a leak event to reduce hydride and oxide impurity levels to within defined limits.

While the cold trap loop was out of service the secondary circuit sodium was kept clean by batch
cold trapping. Sodium was allowed to cool in dump tanks following evaporator leaks. Cool sodium was
later returned to the circuits through filters.

A major improvement in impurity level monitoring for secondary circuit sodium has been made
with the installation of a sub-loop attached to the secondary cold trap loop equipped with both
chemical oxygen and carbon meters. These instruments supplement the information already available
from the plugging meters and hydrogen detection systems.

2.4 Fuel handling

After the successful refuelling programme at the end of 1979 the charge machine was removed
from the reactor and prepared for maintenance. It had performed about 1000 operations in the primary
vessel and performance indicated the possibility of some wear. This is the first time such a large and
complex piece of equipment has been cleaned and decontaminated. It was steamed and washed with
water in the decontamination facility to remove the sodium and then washed with a detergent to
remove contamination (see Section 6.3). This removed all traces of MMn and MCo, but it was found
that l31Cs activity remained associated with a thin greasy deposit This was wiped off until the con-
tamination was reduced to a level at which "hands-on" maintenance could be done in an enclosed
tower in the reactor hall. The machine was dismantled and the working parts examined very carefully.
They were found to be remarkably free from wear, and after the replacement of some parts the machine
has been reassembled ready for use.

All the hardware required to close the fuel route between the PFR irradiated fuel cave and the
reprocessing plant was brought into operation during the period. The laser cutting equipment is first
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used to remove the top blanket section from a sub-assembly. Pins required for experimental purposes
are pulled and a handling head is welded into place. The sub-assembly is then inverted, the spike end
cut using the laser and a handling head also welded to the lower end. The laser cutting, pin pulling and
welding operations were all accomplished without significant difficulty on the sixteen sub-assemblies
so far prepared for reprocessing. The sub-assemblies are steam cleaned and water washed in the
PFR cave. The steam clean facility was commissioned in stages which involved the cleaning of small
samples initially and progressed to the cleaning of larger components. The process involves an initial
purge with hot nitrogen, following which moisture is introduced and, finally, a purge with hot, dry
nitrogen. Components are then inspected visually before water washing and drying. The inspections
carried out following the moist nitrogen treatment have shown sub-assemblies to be clean and free
from sodium as far as could be seen, No difficulties were experienced in the final stage of water wash-
ing. Two flasks were used successfully for the transfer of fuel sub-assemblies between the PFR cave
and the reprocessing plant after interfacing trials at the receipt and dispatch ports at both ends of the
route.

The construction and commissioning of the new 247 channel storage pond for irradiated fuel,
which is adjacent to the irradiated fuel cave but outside the secondary containment building, is com-
plete. The pond transporter and flask handling system were satisfactorily tested and the pond itself
filled with demineralised water. This facility is now available for use. The two irradiated fuel flasks
are designed to transfer items removed from the cave either direct to the reprocessing plant or to the
pond for interim storage.

2.5 General points of operational experience

The main turbine shaft seized on three occasions during the year while operating at low speed
on the electrical turning gear after run down from a synchronous speed. On the first occasion,
inspection revealed that several bearings were damaged and required refurbishment and it was
concluded that the problem was caused by a malfunction in the bearing oil supply systems. On the two
subsequent occasions a single bearing between the two low pressure cylinders was found to be
damaged and it was concluded that one bearing was overloaded. This was corrected by an adjustment
in bearing height, improvements were made following these events to the oil system and turbine
monitoring instrumentation. The set has operated normally since the most recent repairs were com-
pleted in September 1980.

The refurbishment of the drum screens in the seawater pumphouse at the end of 1979 and, in
particular, the improvements in sealing that were made then have essentially eliminated the ingress of
fine seaweed into the inlet water box of the main condenser.

3. REPROCESSING

3.1 PFR fuel

The first PFR irradiated fuel reprocessing campaign was carried out between September and
December 1980. 1.25t of heavy metal, with a maximum burn-up of 6-5% heavy atoms, was re-
processed. The decay time for fission products was over 1 year.

The plant operated successfully and all major operations including sub-assembly dismantling,
fuel dissolution, active feed clarification, solvent extraction and product evaporation were accomplished
without significant difficulty. Recovery efficiencies and fission product decontamination factors were
high. The novel equipment incorporated in the plant, e.g. dismantling machinery, feed clarification
centrifuge, fluidic transfer and control systems and waste monitoring systems all performed extremely
well under radioactive conditions.

Analyses of the performance of the plant and the flowsheet are in hand and will be compared
with the theoretical predictions based on the computer simulation programme SIMTEX and will also
provide a detailed technical input to the CDFR reprocessing development programme (see below).
The plutonium nitrate produced from this PFR fuel reprocessing campaign will provide the feed
material for fresh fuel fabrication. Thus the total PFR fuel cycle will be closed in the near future.

3.2 CDFR fuel

3.2.1 Development programme

The objectives of reprocessing development in support of the fast reactor programme are the
provision of information to enable a reprocessing plant to be designed to demonstrate the capability
and reliability of reprocessing irradiated fuel at a throughput to meet COFR requirements, to examine
methods of reducing waste arisings and treating them for storage/disposal, and to provide information
relevant to the design of larger plants required to support a programme of commercial fast reactors, e.g.
up to 501 of heavy metal per annum per plant The PFR plant will be used to demonstrate flowsheet
and equipment concepts under fully radioactive conditions, as the basis for CDFR reprocessing develop-
ments.

3.2.2 Sodium cleaning and storage of irradiated sub-assemblies

The PFR sodium cleaning process involving steam and water has been successfully used for
sub-assemblies irradiated to over 6% burn-up and with a decay heat of around 1 kW. However, an inert
gas purge vacuum distillation cycle is also under consideration for the longer term.

A programme to investigate the corrosion behaviour of unirradiated fast reactor fuel cladding
during long term pond storage has continued. There is no experimental evidence available on the
effect of irradiation on the corrosion behaviour of candidate fast reactor clad materials in a water
storage pond. However there is evidence to show that irradiation can lead to increased sensitisation
of the clad and this could lead to enhanced corrosion rates: an experiment is planned to investigate
possible problems associated with long term storage of bare irradiated sub-assemblies in water.

Computer codes to predict the thermal behaviour of CDFR sub-assemblies during transfer and
static conditions have been developed. Estimates of cladding and wrapper temperatures are required
for the design of equipment for handling and cooling sub-assemblies after their removal from sodium.
It has been concluded that a code using non-uniform radiosity is needed for the prediction of cladding
temperatures. Forced cooling will be required for sub-assemblies producing 5 kW or more decay
heating in an atmosphere of air.

3.2.3 Sub-assembly dismantling and shearing

The reference route for sub-assembly dismantling and exposure of fuel is by removal of the
wrapper and pin bundle shearing, with pin pulling from the wrapper and grids and cropping in bundles
as the preferred alternative option.

An experimental programme to examine the concept of obtaining access to the fuel by means of
a massive shear has continued. An experimental programme to shear unwrapped and wrapped CDFR
style sub-assemblies has started. Design ideas which could aid dismantling and reduce the problem of
waste treatment are being evaluated and tested.

The removal of the wrapper from the sub-assembly prior to shearing reduces the quantity of
plutonium-contaminated debris produced during the dismantling process and aids dissolver design.
Laser cutting of the wrapper has been successful in dismantling the PFR sub-assemblies and it is
intended that this will be developed further.
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3.2.4 Fuel dissolution and liquor clarification

The effects of pressure cycling on fuel dissolution rate and completeness were studied using
UOj solid and annular pellets clad in stainless steel and cut into short lengths. Some of the specimens
had the cladding swaged to touch the fuel and in others the pellets were crushed within the cladding
prior to dissolution. Some fuel/clad specimens had one closed end. Generally the results show that
pellet cracking, a central hole and pressure cycling increase the rate of dissolution.

Liquor clarification by centrifugation has been effectively demonstrated by the dissolution of
irradiated U-Mo (DFR fuel) and unirradiated and irradiated (PuU)Oj fuel in the PFR reprocessing plant.
The clarified liquor was fed to the solvent extraction section of the plant where no sludge build-up
problems were seen. Examination and characterisation of the insolubles from the fuel is in hand and
will provide data for the design of a larger unit for the reprocessing development programme.

An alternative clarification process, which will avoid the use of mechanical moving parts, using
the paramagnetic properties of the insoiubles from the fuel is being developed. Tests to date using
simulated insolubles have demonstrated the principles of the system and the value of using a low feed
flow with diffusion controlled attraction to the magnetised collector rods. One particular advantage
of the system is that it is easy to "backwash", i.e. to remove the trapped insolubles by reversing the
flow.

The physical and chemical properties of typical insoluble material from the PFR reprocessing
plant will be measured. Samples of actual feed liquor from the dissolver of the PFR plant will also be
used to help develop equipment for clarification processes.

3.2.5 Separations chemistry

An outline flowsheet for CDFR fuel reprocessing is based on the Purex process using three
cycles of solvent extraction and having different levels of solvent TBP concentration. A choice of
product can be made available viz: co-processed U + Pu, completely separated U and Pu, or U + Pu
in any given ratio plus the excess uranium. The U-Pu separation ratio adjustment is accomplished by
controlling both nitric acid concentration and temperature: the high, medium and low aqueous raffi-
nates are evaporated, the bottoms being stored as highly active liquor and the distillates being available
for discharge.

Development work on the separation of plutonium and uranium from fission products com-
prises:

(a) obtaining Pu, U, HNO3 distribution data.
(b) mathematical modelling of the solvent extraction contactors.
(c) the application of (b) to the design and large scale endorsement of the chosen contactor

system.

In order to accelerate the collection of distribution data for preparing CDFR fuel reprocessing
flowsheets, and to reduce the manpower required to make these requirements, an automated facility
is being used based on a mixer centrifuge system.

A pilot plant is under construction to study the performance of the uranyl-nitrate TBP/OK
nitric acid system in the presence of simulated fission products and varying the TBP/OK mixtures to
determine the optimum TBP concentration. In addition, data on scale-up effects, geometries and the
development of analytical and control instrumentation for contactor operation in a radioactive environ-
ment will be obtained.

3.2.6 Waste management

Alternative methods of purifying the plant solvent for continuous recycle are being studied in the
laboratory and the selected process will be tested in the PFR Reprocessing Plant.

The feasibility of a closed cycle ventilation system for a reprocessing plant is under considera-
tion. Such a system has two potential safety advantages:

(a) it would provide a more effective means of protecting the environment from the con-
sequences of large accidental releases of volatile and semi-volatile fission products inside
the cells;

(b) it would provide the possibility of inert gas blanketing of the process cells.

Experimental work with a C02 closed cycle test rig has demonstrated that the gas could be
condensed in a smooth controllable manner without a large drop in heat transfer coefficient. However
further consideration of possible gases indicates that recycled nitrogen may be a more attractive
option.

The decontamination of alpha/beta/gamma active waste arising from sub-assembly com-
ponents to reduce storage and disposal problems is being studied. The use of washing, ultrasonic
assisted 8nd electrochemical techniques have been evaluated using simulated contaminated materials,
and development work will now proceed to examine waste materials arising from the first PFR fuel
reprocessing campaign.
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4. COMMERCIAL DESIGN STUDIES

4.1 Status of CDFR design

Recent projections of required electricity demand and availability of uranium supply now indicate
that the time when the UK should be in a position to order LMFBRs on a commercial basis is at about
the turn of the century. Work is now proceeding on the design of a Commercial Demonstration Fast
Reactor (CDFR) which could be in service during the early part of the next decade so that adequate
operational experience will be obtained before fully commercial plants, based on the same design, are
ordered. It is intended to establish safety and operational characteristics and overall economics during
1982, and to assume the start of construction in 1985/86. The principal parameters are given in
Table 1. Diagrammatic cross sections of the design now being developed are given in Figures 1 and 2.

The overall plant layout is being developed to facilitate operation and maintenance and to
protect the reactor against external hazards, in a manner consistent with low capital cost. Figure 2
illustrates the layout principles being adopted. The whole of the nuclear island, which includes the
reactor, steam generators, fuel handling and maintenance buildings, and control room is mounted on a
thick concrete raft at ground level. This ensures that the whole plant responds uniformly in a seismic
disturbance and minimises the dynamic amplification of horizontal accelerations, thus enabling the
plant to be designed to withstand the design basis earthquake.

The reactor is enclosed by a low leakage cylindrical secondary containment building which
provides protection against external hazards such as aircraft It also has a capability of containing
about 2 bars pressure (0-2 MPal and is thus able to contain the consequences of burning a significant
quantity of sodium, although risk of sodium leakage into the building is very remote. The secondary
containment is housed within a reactor services building used for cable routing and accommodation of



TABLE 1

Main parameters for CDFR

Gross electrical output 1320MW
Gross thermal output 3300 MW

Mixed mean core outlet temperature 540°C
Core inlet temperature 370°C
Nominal peak clad temperature 67O°C
Fuel rating 40 W/mm

Active fuel length 1 m
Maximum SA power 11 MW
Number of control rods 18
Number of primary shut-off rods 6

Number of alternative shut-off rods 6
Number of intermediate heat exchangers 8
Number of secondary circuits 4
Primary pumps 4x3860 kg/sec
Secondary pumps 4 x 3770 kg/sec
Steam generator sodium inlet temperature 510°C
Steam generator sodjum outlet temperature 335°C
Steam generator steam outlet temperature 490°C
Steam generator steam outlet pressure 17 MPa (170 Bar)
Turbine generator 2 x 660 MW

ventilation and other plant. Fuel handling and maintenance facilities are located outside the secondary
containment into which no access for routine work is required during on power operation.

Shielded flasks mounted on polar beams within the secondary containment are used for trans-
ferring reactor components vertically through a port in the floor of the containment into the main-
tenance building. This system enables all reactor components including pumps, intermediate heat
exchangers (IHX) and the inner rotating shield with the above core structure to be replaced should the
need ever arise.

The nearness of the steam generator cells to the reactor and turbine hall in the above layout
minimises the length of sodium and steam pipe runs and building sizes and so contributes to the low
overall cost.

4.2 Reactor core

The fuel design for the initial loading of the CDFR is basically similar to that used in the PFR,
each sub-assembly containing"325 pins of 5 mm diameter with an active fuel height of 1 metre. The
pins are supported and spaced from each other by grids as in the PFR but important changes to simplify
the design have been made. These include a uniform diameter along the whole pin length and the
inclusion of the upper axial blanket within the fuel pin. The fission gas plenum at the lower end of the
fuel pin has been retained. A neutron shield has been included above the fuel to limit the dose to
structures immediately above the core. Some reduction in fuel cycle cost and an improvement in

breeding gain could be obtained by an increase of pin diameter to 6 mm with an increase in linear 129
rating from 40 to about 48 watts per mm. A fuel sub-assembly containing 271 pins of this design,
which is under development, is fully interchangeable with the basic design and will be available for use
when adequately endorsed by irradiation in the PFR.

The core comprises 348 fuel sub-assemblies and 234 radial blanket sub-assemblies surrounded
by 5 rows of neutron shield rods. A total of 18 absorber rods are used for reactor control plus 6 primary
and 6 alternative shutdown rods.

The sub-assembly support system proposed for accommodating the bow caused by neutron
induced voidage is a passively restrained core. Sub-assemblies are supported laterally against each
other at two planes, one immediately above the level of the fuel and the other close to the top of the
sub-assembly, the loads generated by bowing being transferred to restraints located outside the
neutron shield rods. The material proposed for the sub-assembly wrappers is Nimonic PE16 which
has low neutron induced voidage characteristics and whose irradiation performance is being well
characterised in the PFR. Detailed assessment using a comprehensive analytical code, which is being
validated experimentally, shows that the restrained core will perform satisfactorily up to at least the
target burn-up of 10% heavy atoms.

The alternative shutdown rods operate on a completely different principle from the main control
rods. They are held out of the core by sodium pressure operating against a seal between the absorber
rod head and its housing. Thus, there is no connection between the rods and the structure above the
core. The sodium pressure is supplied by helical annular linear induction pumps and the rods are
released by disconnecting the electrical supply to these pumps, causing the rods to drop freely into the
core. Large clearances between the absorber rod and its guide tube, and the absence of any
mechanical connection between the rod and external structures ensures a very high degree of
tolerance to any possible core distortion or displacement. This system can be used during refuelling and
thus provide one line of protection against the very unlikely event of an unwanted approach to criticaiity
resulting from a series of refuelling faults.

4.3 Primary circuit

Sodium leaving the core discharges into a large high temperature pool contained in a cylindrical
inner tank close to the reactor vessel. Eight intermediate heat exchangers and four primary circulating
pumps are suspended from the roof and located in upstands within the inner tank. The high tempera-
ture sodium passes from the inner tank through the IHX, in which the heat is transferred to a secondary
circuit, and discharges into a low temperature pool at the hemispherical lower end of the primary
vessel. The circulating pumps draw from the low temperature pool and discharge through a single
duct from each pump into a diagrid which both supports the core and forms a common flow plenum for
distribution of coolant flow into the fuel, blanket and neutron shield sub-assemblies.

The high and low temperature sodium pools have free surfaces blanketted with argon at a
pressure in excess of atmospheric up to a maximum of 0-14 MPa, the low temperature pool extending
upwards to the surface through narrow annuli between the primary pump casing and the upstands.
A sodium level difference of about 2-J- metres between the free surfaces of the low and high tempera-
ture pools provides the driving head for flow through the IHX

Double rotating plugs, located eccentrically with respect to each other, mounted in the centre of
the reactor roof are used for refuelling the core. The inner of these plugs carries the mechanisms for
actuating control and shut-off rods and also refuelling machines and other equipment.

All structures and components of the primary circuit are fabricated from type 316 stainless steel
with the exception of the reactor roof which is carbon steel. Developments in the size of rotating
shields, IHX and pumps and the need to provide access through the reactor roof for in-service
inspection and other auxiliary equipment are leading to a design having a vessel about 20 metres in
diameter and 20 metres high with a sodium inventory of about 3,000 tons.



4.4 Core support

The core support system comprises the diagrid supported on a strong back which transmits
the core weight to the primary vessel and hence into the reactor roof. Core support is a key safety
feature of the reactor and special steps have been taken to ensure a very high standard of structural
integrity in the design. At the centre of the strong-back is a ring beam in which redundancy is built
in. The strong-back is supported on a number of discrete radial webs inclined at an angle to the hori-
zontal which then act essentially as tension members. These webs are integral with the membrane
separating the upper and lower pools at their connection to the primary vessel.

Monitoring systems (now under development) will be built into the reactor to check for any
significant changes in the condition of the structures during their operational life. Provision is also
being made for access for more detailed examination if required. The primary vessel which forms part
of the core support system is fully accessible through penetrations in the roof for visual and volumetric
examination and inspection. Conservative stress criteria with low fluctuating stress ranges have been
adopted and the design ensures only a small number of cycles. As a result, the growth of small defects
which may be present in the structure as a result of being below the detection threshold of the pre-
service inspection checks will be negligible. Stainless steel is a ductile metal not prone to fast
fracture and is thus tolerant to such defects. Nevertheless, an extensive experimental and analytical
programme has been mounted to determine the resistance of these structures to damage with
particular reference to the behaviour of welds and the influence of residual stress.

In addition to the steps being taken to ensure an exceptionally high standard of integrity of the
core support structure, secondary support features have also been incorporated. The diagrid is a
double shell construction, the inner shell forming the flow plenum and the outer shell the load carrying
structure. The core weight is transmitted to the outer shell by tubes which form part of and extend
through the inner shell. In the extremely unlikely event of any major failure of the inner shell the
outer shell is capable of carrying the internal pressure from the pumps, as well as the core weight,
and thus ensures continuity of flow through the core. Similarly, if the outer shell were to fail the inner
shell has adequate strength and stiffness to support the core weight. A secondary support path for the
core and diagrid having the required strength and stiffness and which is completely independent of the
strong back and primary vessel is provided by the high pressure ducts which connect the primary
pumps to the diagrid. The load would be transmitted from the ducts into the pump upstands from
which a special connection, which accommodates the differential thermal expansions, is made into the
reactor roof.

4.5 Steam cycle

Following the experience with leaking superheater and reheater tubes in the PFR and the con-
sequential stress corrosion cracking a decision was taken to use ferritic tube material for all the
secondary heat exchangers. The selected material is 9Cr 1 Mo which has good creep rupture
characteristics compared with other alloys such as 2-J-Cr 1 Mo steel and which has been extensively
used in the UK in the Advanced Gas Cooled Reactor (AGR) boilers. This choice necessitated a reduction
in steam temperature to 490°C for COFR, still enabling a standard turbine frame to be used with a
steam pressure of 160 bar (16 MPa). Concurrently, the evolution of the ASME III high temperature
structural design code case N-47 indicated the desirability of a reduction in primary circuit temperature
to about 540°C. Fuel cycle economics, which are reflected in core plutonium inventory, and hence
core size, dictated that the primary circuit temperature rise should be maintained as high as possible
within the limits set by the capability of primary circuit structures to withstand the consequent thermal
transients.

A temperature rise of 170 deg K was selected with a corresponding core inlet temperature of
370°C. This is sufficiently close to the saturation temperature to preclude a recircuiation cycle with

the conventional recircuiation ratio of about 5 :1 , in which dry out in the evaporator is avoided. Low
recircuiation ratio cycles and also a partial recircuiation cycle, which operates in the once through mode
at high power, while still maintaining the start up and control characteristics of recircuiation systems
at low power, were considered as a way of overcoming this problem. Both these cycles involve dry out
in the evaporator, necessitating close control over water chemistry. The low recirculating ratio cycle
was rejected because of concentration of salts in the steam drum, even with a blowdown of about 10%
to the feed water polishing plant. The partial recircuiation system operating in the once through mode
avoids this problem and is one of the possible design choices. It has the disadvantage of the need for
additional plant and control equipment to enable it to operate as a recircuiation system at low power
and to make the transition from recircuiation to once through operation.

More recently and following the satisfactory experience in operation of the AGR stations, a pure
once through (Benson) cycle is being evaluated. The once through system is more difficult to under-
stand in detail than a recircuiation type. In particular, problems of start up, shutdown and stability, and
feed control require solution. Clearly these issues are capable of being resolved and the work done so
far indicates significant advantage in overall flexibility in design conditions, a minimisation of control
systems and a simplicity of auxiliary steam plant, all of which tend towards a higher reliability, avail-
ability and minimum cost. A steam plant design has emerged which optimises the feed temperature
for various boiler upset conditions and makes provision for sufficient water to feed the steam
generators for about 10 full power minutes. The boiler feed system has also received detailed study to
improve its overall reliability in the start up, shutdown, normal operation and decay heat removal
modes. The evaluation of the control system including the start up and shutdown procedures is
currently indicating that the boiler stability will be at least as good as on other once through boiler
systems for which experience is already available. It is on the basis of these evaluations that the once
though steam.cycle is the preferred design.

5. MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT

5.1 Fabrication and inspection

Earlier studies of the use of explosive welding to join ferritic components in steam generators
have been extended to include austenitic steels for IHX applications. Parameters have been defined
for mutually attaching Type 316 tubes and tube plates by explosive welding using the impactor
method. This particular procedure allows the use of small diametral clearances between the tube and
tube sheet, thereby retaining maximum thickness of ligament. Representative specimens have been
prepared for sodium cleaning trials to see whether sodium logging of the associated crevice will cause
any problems.

Because narrow gap welds are believed to possess better fracture toughness properties end to
be more easily inspected than other welds with conventional profiles, there is considerable interest
in studying the manufacturing possibilities and in examining their properties. As the first step, an all
position weld was made in a horizontal pipe of 316H steel using the TIG narrow gap technique. After
problems caused by premature weld gap closure had been largely overcome by increasing the angle
of the weld preparation from 4° to 6°, six alternative procedures were examined, using the narrow gap
TIG method in deep grooves in 50 mm thick 316 pipe. Initial studies by radiographing through a
25 mm wide slice of pipe containing the weld at its centre show that three procedures give rise to
unacceptable defects whilst the remaining three appear satisfactory. Detailed metallurgical examina-
tion after appropriate sectioning is now under way.
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The development of TIG deposition methods for the preparation of hard facings of Stellite 6 on
surfaces of austenijic steel suitable for use in pump bearings has been completed. In an extension of
this work, some initial trials of the plasma deposition of Stellite 6 in powder form on to a surface of
321 steel have shown that it is possible to produce a single layer deposit in which the concentration of
iron resulting from contamination from the substrate is less than the 6% maximum limit imposed by
tribological requirements. Attention is also turning to the possibility of producing similar surfaces using
cobalt-free alloys, such as Deloro 3040.

Studies of the inspectability of CDFR type weldments using angled longitudinal waves have
continued. In order to assess the reliability of the NDT examination. 14 deliberately defective down-
hand MMA welds between sections of 50 mm thick plate, which have been exhaustively examined by
radiography and ultrasonics, are now being destructively examined.

Experimental and theoretical studies at RNL and AERE are significantly increasing the under-
standing of the propagation of ultrasound waves in austenitic weld metal and of the way this is affected
by welding variables. An AERE computer model simulating an idealised crack is giving encouraging
results when applied to the diffraction technique. As this method may be tolerant of poorly ordered
grain structures, there is some interest in its possible use to detect defects as welf as to size them.

A small programme on the application of adaptive learning networks to ultrasonic inspection has
been formulated. RNL are commissioning the data handling procedures, including a new mini computer
which will provide a data link with the ICL 2980 main frame computer at Risley.

On behalf of RNL, AERE have completed an initial theoretical study of the ultrasonic response
of idealised cracks with surfaces which are parallel and smooth. The results indicate that the inspection
sensitivity will be very dependent on the crack parameters and on the angle of the incident radiation.
In general, cracks whose width exceeds ~ 10ji should be detectable when logged with sodium. An
extension of the treatment to cover cracks with rough faces is in progress and work has begun to test
the theory experimentally, using inert liquids and smooth-faced cracks.

5.2 Mechanical and physical properties of circuit materials

5.2.1 Austenitic steels

Elevated temperature tensile tests on four different types of weld metal relevant to CDFR
showed that the proof strength was substantially higher than that of the wrought material. Post weld
heat treatments comprising 10h at 800°C and 2h at 1050°C both caused a significant reduction in
proof strength, but in no case was this lower than the minimum value for the wrought material specified
in the UK data sheet.

In order to obtain a structural steel with improved ductility and more consistent properties than
result from the current specification for Type 316, a modified development specification for solution-
treated material has been agreed by the interested parties including the manufacturers. A quantity of
such material has been ordered for testing.

The ability to analyse the effects of thermal shock on structures operating in the creep regime
depends on the availability of a reliable extrapolation of creep fatigue data to long hold times, and a
considerable programme of work is in progress at SNL and RNL to explore this behaviour, from which
a complicated picture is emerging. In some cases a logarithmic plot of endurance v hold time gives a
linear relationship, with the endurance decreasing with increasing hold time; other work has revealed
minima in the curves at varying positions, indicating that the extrapolation of short term data could be
misleading and pessimistic. A considerable amount of metallurgical work is being undertaken to help
understand these effects.

Under certain circumstances, creep crack growth rates have been shown to provide an upper
bound for crack growth rates under creep/fatigue cycling. Tests are continuing to confirm this con-
clusion.

Information is now available on the initiation fracture toughness and crack growth resistance of
10 and 50 mm thick specimens of 316 steel between room temperature and 550°C and of weld metal
in the as-welded and post-weld heat treated condition at 370 and 550°C. At present the data are
restricted to relative extensions below 5% and further work is planned to cover larger crack extensions
which are needed for design and safety assessments. Low temperature ageing treatments of up to
18 months at 370°C and 2 months at 470°C did not significantly affect the fracture toughness of weld
metal. Although some degradation of the corresponding properties of wrought material was observed,
its behaviour remained superior to that of the weld metal.

5.2.2 Ferritic steels

Tensile tests on specimens of 9Cr 1 Mo steel which had previously been creep tested for
50,000 h at 475°C showed a reduction in strength of only 10% relative to the as-received condition.
This decrease is well within the normal design factors and shows clearly the stability of the material
properties of this steel at temperatures of design interest. A review of the extant mechanical property
data on this alloy concludes that in general this is adequate for design purposes, although there is a
need for long term stress rupture data, tests for which are in progress at the ERA. Whether long term
creep/fatigue information will also be needed depends on the particular style of steam generator
which is eventually chosen for CDFR and whether this requires accurate extrapolated values.

The properties of specimens simulating thick sections of 9Cr 1 Mo steel are being studied in
laboratories of the British Steel Corporation. Results from the first phase of the work show that such
material has a more consistent strength and general uniformity of properties over a large range of
section thickness than does 2yCr 1 Mo steel.

At AERE basic studies of the properties of 2£Cr steel have concentrated on the effects of
thermal ageing on fracture behaviour and microstructure. It is thought that the latter may be an
important factor controlling the fracture mode and the microstructures of various casts are now being
characterised.

5.3 Waterside corrosion

5.3.1 Corrosion in the absence of heat flux

Mechanistic studies of the isothermal steam oxidation of stabilised and unstabilised 2^-Cr and of
9Cr materials have been performed in capsules using isotopically labelled water. The results confirm
that both the hydrogen and the oxygen in the steam have access to the metal/oxide interface during
protective oxidation. They also show that the oxidation rate decreases with increasing silicon content
of the alloys.

5.3.2 Corrosion in the presence of heat flux

Two 90 day experiments have been performed in the RNL Model Boiler Test Rig using a
2^Cr 1 Mo Nb pendant boiler tube in order to study the effect of high iron levels in the circulating
drum water on boiler tube deposition and salt hide-out. A 'zero solids' specification with ammonia
and hydrazine dosing was adopted for the water chemistry, with the addition of 0-5 ppm radioactive
sodium chloride tracer to enable the salt hide-out to be monitored. The release of iron from the
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steam plant feedheater units was modelled by the injection of a solution of ferrous bicarbonate which
readily transforms to magnetite under the loop conditions. In the first experiment, iron levels ranged
from 0'01 to 0-2 ppm and the resultant magnetite was found to exist in two layers. The inner layer con-
sisted of the normal protective magnetite a few microns in thickness, whereas the outer layer, whose
thickness varied between 5 and 40 microns was porous and non adherent. The pattern of deposition
was unrelated to heat flux and did not influence salt hide-out. Evidence from studies in support of BWR
systems suggests that the presence of other impurities such as copper and zinc can strongly influence
the physical nature of the deposits, so in the second experiment, which is still in progress, the relative
amounts of copper and iron are being adjusted to maintain the same proportion in the loop water as
might be encountered in a typical plant.

Gross variations in the concentrations of hydrogen and hydrazine were made during the course
of a 4000 h test in the AERE high heat flux mild steel loop using 9 Cr tubing in water which was other-
wise of good quality. In neither case was there any measurable difference in the transport of hydrogen
to the surrounding sodium. However, this could be increased by an order of magnitude by subjecting
the test section to repeated thermal cycling between 100° and 200°C during a period of shut-down in
the middle of the run. It is believed that this is an example of the way in which the protective properties
of magnetite can be jeopardised by operational procedures. Subsequent examination of the test
section showed that the rate of magnetite deposition in non-heat flux regions was the same as that
observed previously (~ 1 }im/1000h) whereas in the high heat flux zone the deposition rate (~3nm/
1000h) was about twice that found in previous tests. The difference is attributed to a heat flux
(860 kWm' !! which is 30% higher than that used in the earlier tests. A corresponding increase of
deposition with heat flux has been observed in other systems; the explanation is believed to be that
the increasing bubble population reduces the time available for re-solution of the deposited magnetite.

5.3.3 Chemical cleaning

During operation, magnetite builds up in the bores of the evaporator tubes and if this becomes
excessive it may result in a loss of heat transfer or in corrosive attack by salts which have been
concentrated in the pores by evaporation. In such circumstances chemical cleaning of the unit
becomes necessary. Recent work has shown the greater efficiency of EDTA-citric acid mixtures
compared with standard citric acid solutions. However, the exact mechanism by which the magnetite
dissolves in the presence of EDTA is not yet understood, and this is being studied so that optimum
conditions for a cleaning procedure based on this reagent can be specified.

5.4 Absorber materials

Studies of the joint compatibility of boron carbide, sodium and M316/PE16 claddings are
complete. A preliminary examination of the system zirconia-stabilised cubic europia, sodium and M316
cladding shows the absence of significant attack on the cladding at temperatures up to 800°C, but
penetration of the pellet by sodium and the pellet swelling resemble the behaviour observed with
monoclinic europia. Similar tests with EuB6 show that boron penetrates the cladding at a lower rate
than that observed with B4C.

Measurement of the isotopic composition of europia samples irradiated in DFR give good
agreement between measured and predicted values of burn-up, but some discrepancies with the
expected nuclear reaction schemes have been revealed.

A Mk III version of the BORCON code which models the behaviour of boron carbide control rod
pins has been prepared; this takes accoynt of void swelling in the M316 or PE16 cladding, the presence
of sodium in the pellet-clad gap and the axial strain in the pellet stack relative to the cladding.

5.5 Tribology

Studies are continuing of the conditions needed for the formation of a tribologically effective
surface layer of sodium chromite oh chromium containing alloys, and the earlier work on stainless
steel and stellite has been extended to include. Inconel 718. Although the boundaries between the two
friction regimes are roughly similar for all three materials, bracketing of the formation and removal of
the chromite layer can be achieved to within a 2O°C range of cold trap temperature in the case of stain-
less steel and Stellite whereas the behaviour of Inconel 718 appears to be less precisely defined, the
corresponding range being about 50°C.

6. CHEMICAL ENGINEERING/SODIUM TECHNOLOGY

6.1 Corrosion, mass and activity transfer and deposition

6.1.1 Corrosion and mass transfer in sodium

At RNL long-term studies are under way on the compatibility in sodium of inconel 718 and
aluminised Inconel 718 as a function of temperature, sodium velocity and oxygen level. After exposure
times of around 1 year at 627°C the uncoated material was corroding at a linear rate, whereas at
520°C the corrosion kinetics appear to oscillate between small weight gains followed by weight losses.
The aluminised material has corroded at a rate which decreases with time at both temperatures.
Studies to elucidate the mechanisms of the corrosion processes continue. At BNL static tests in sodium
have shown Incone! 718 to be highly susceptible to grain boundary attack through formation of inter-
granular sodium chromite and also to non-localised carburisation. The predominant carbide species
was based on NbC, with appreciable substitution of Nb by Al and Ti, and consequent decomposition
of intermetallic phases.

Continuing investigations at BNL on the compatibility of a range of materials with flowing
and static sodium have shown that corrosion of nimonic PE16 in flowing sodium is highly sensitive to
surface finish and pre-heat treatment. A high level of quality control in preparing specimens for sodium
exposure is necessary therefore if meaningful experimental results are to be obtained.

Other tests in static sodium on Stellite WR6 show surface incompatibility which suggests that
paniculate rich in cobalt could be released from the material in a dynamic system.

The effect of deposited corrosion products on the heat transfer performance of a single tube-in-
shell heat exchanger (mounted vertically in a sodium loop to reduce transverse flow to a minimum) is
being studied at RNL. After 4000 hours loop operation a change in the heat exchanger characteristics
has been observed as a result of deposition which, if uniform, would be about 2 urn thick: the deposit
is the product of corrosion of M316 stainless steel at 650°C in sodium of oxygen content 30 ppm. The
small surface area of the corrosion source is the limiting parameter and an increased size of source is
now being used.

6.1.2 Activity transfer and deposition

Experimental and theoretical studies continue at RNL and BNL in support of the development
of models that describe activity release and transport in large fast reactors. Results from the RNL
Small Active Loop demonstrate that deposition of !'Fe increases linearly whereas HMn deposition
follows a parabolic time relationship. Investigation to establish the deposition mechanism of MMn is
proceeding; initial views are that movement to the walls of the deposition vessel is not diffusion con-
trolled. Estimates of the deposition constant for "Fe have been obtained and are in reasonable agree-
ment with mass transfer coefficients determined elsewhere.
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:!• At BNL experimental determinations of grain boundary and lattice diffusivity of 54Mn and "Co
in 316 stainless steel, between 750° and 1000°C, have been made. MCo lattice diffusivity was found
to be lower by a factor of four than that of "Mn. A computer programme has been compiled to predict
radioactive corrosion product inventories in LMFBR primary systems. It has been used, in conjunction
with available corrosion data, to estimate inventories of wMn, wCo and "Co in the PFR as a function
of sodium oxygen level.

At AERE test runs on the Active Mass Transfer Loop have been delayed whilst modifications
to improve sodium sampling/analysis and temperature control/monitoring equipment are carried out.
Laboratory work has continued to provide data on the solubility of manganese in sodium over the
temperature range 350°C-750°C. Unlike the earlier data with lower oxygen-in-sodium levels, recent
results have been indicating a strong dependence of manganese solubility on oxygen level at values
greater than one-tenth of the saturation solubility.

Studies on the behaviour of caesium in sodium continue at Nottingham University. Grain
boundary penetration of caesium into steel has been observed from laboratory specimens. Penetration
measurements are being conducted by surface analysis techniques.

6,2 Sodium impurity monitoring instrumentation

6.2.1 Oxygen meters

Development and testing of the electrochemical oxygen meter continues at AERE, RNL and
BNL, particularly from the viewpoint of long-term endurance of the cell. Modifications to fabrication
procedures of the AERE Mk II ceramic, comprising an increased wall thickness and improved quality
inspection, has resulted in the production of a Mk IIA unit that is giving a substantial improvement in
service life: to date two units have been in operation for over two years each. Another of these Mk IIA
units incorporating an indium/indium oxide reference electrode has recently been installed on the
PFR secondary circuit and has operated satisfactorily for 2 months. The compatibility of thoria/yttria
ceramics is being studied in an attempt to establish failure mechanisms. Preliminary results from tests
in sodium containing high levels of oxygen indicate that the rate of attack of the ceramic decreases as
hs yttria concentration is increased.

, At.BNL ionic and electronic conductivities of thoria/yttria ceramics have been measured at
relevant service temperatures. Calibration drift of meters employing an air reference electrode is being
investigated and it is considered that hydrogen or oxygen contamination of the freeze seal region may
be responsible for this phenomenon so a meter housing modified to permit flushing of the freeze seal
is to be tested. Experience is being gained, and calibration measurements made, with a meter con-
taining an indium/indium oxide reference electrode and a static sodium freeze seal housing.

" RNL are continuing to carry out comparative tests of oxygen meters obtained from AERE, BNL
a'hd the USA.

6.2.2 Hydrogen meters

Comparative laboratory studies of the BNL galvanic cell hydrogen meter and an ion-pump
hydrogen meter have been completed. No life limiting processes were detected during operation of the
cell in sodium at low hydrogen levels. Background noise levels of the electrochemical unit at CM ppm
hydrogen were a factor of three lower than those of the ion-pump unit. Short-term drift for both
devices was comparable. Electrochemical cells have now been operating satisfactorily on loops and
experimental rigs at a number of establishments.

6.2.3 Instrument modules

CEGBAJKAEA collaborative work on the development of modules to protect impurity monitoring
instruments against temperature and pressure fluctuations in sodium systems continues. The basic
mechanical aspects of a commercial design of an oxygen/hydrogen meter module have been estab-
lished and a unit manufactured. Thermal performance of the modules is being studied and a pro-
grammed control unit to limit start-up temperature transients is being produced.
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6.2.4 Carbon meters

Further improvements to the AERE carbon meter control system have been made and a Mk III
design, which is capable of automatic-meter operation, is now being manufactured. A computer pro-
gramme for fully automatic operation of the meter under microprocessor control has been developed in
the laboratory and is ready for field trials. Performance tests on the Mk 111 meter indicate that the
unit operates satisfactorily at high carbon activities (near to unity) in sodium at temperatures of 600°C
down to as low as 400°C. Apart from units in use in laboratories in the UK, meters have been supplied
to users at Cadarache and Karlsruhe. A further meter has been installed on PFR - on the secondary
circuit — in addition to the one on the primary circuit: both meters are operating satisfactorily.

Work on extending the operation of the BNL electrochemical carbon meter to lower tempera-
tures has continued. Preliminary qualitative tests employing a solid U2-Na2CO3 electrolyte have proved
satisfactory and the cell is now being quantitatively assessed in an environment of unit carbon activity
at temperatures down to 450°C. Studies are continuing on oil/sodium reactions. Carbon meter
response to oil injection into sodium (520-640°C) indicates that dissolved species, metastable with
respect to graphite, may be formed transiently before the graphite potential is indicated.

6.3 Sodium removal and decontamination

After successfully completing over 1000 operations, a PFR fuel charge machine has been
sodium cleaned and decontaminated to permit maintenance and requalification. The residual level of
sodium on the machine after discharge from the reactor was small and readily removed by a steam/
nitrogen and water wash treatment. Deposited radionuclides were then removed using a 1% solution
of SDG3 at 40"C: SDG3 comprises a mixture of citric acid, EDTA, sodium carbonate, sodium sulphate
and a wetting agent This mild decontaminant was used rather than a more aggressive reagent
because, as the machine had only been in low temperature sodium (about 200°C), no penetration of
deposited activity was anticipated. The final ^-radiation level was 10-20 mr/h at contact.

Studies are proceeding on a limited scale at RNL on the removal of sodium from crevices and
annuli by vacuum distillation. Results are confirming the ready egress of sodium from cracks even
though overlying sodium oxide layers.

A comparative study of decontaminant fluids is under way at AERE. Initial tests of metal
removal from uncontaminated 316 stainless steel with several reagents (e.g. 2\% glycolic/2j-% citric
acid) indicated little difference between aerated and deaerated solutions which is not in line with US
work on 304 stainless steel. It is considered that for future studies there should b8 better characterisa-
tion of the steel specimen, its operational history and the nature of deposits. Selection of decontamina-
tion reagents should be based on standard corrosion measurements prior to more extended tests.



6.4 Sodium chemistry and technology

6.4.1 Impurity control

CEGB and GEC have continued their collaborative investigation into the performance of a cold
trap and automatic plugging meter. Electrochemical oxygen and hydrogen meters have been installed
in the test loop to monitor inlet and outlet conditions to the trap. The cold trap has been operated
under a range of flow and temperature conditions in order to relate performance with internal
temperature distribution. A hydrogen diffusion injector has been installed to permit regeneration of a
cold trap filled with sodium hydride to be studied. Two technques have been investigated - vacuum
distillation and hot inert gas purging. Of the two, decomposition under vacuum has proved more rapid
and successful - greater than 75% of the hydrogen being recovered quickly. The hot argon removal
rate was only 1/10 that of the vacuum method with only approximately 20% of the hydrogen being
recovered over a reasonable period of operation.

A special deposition sub-loop has been commissioned on the BNL No. 1 loop to collect, for
investigation, an undefined impurity species previously detected in plugging meter experiments on this
loop. In support of these studies investigations into the magnitude of hydrogen-oxygen interaction in
solution in sodium have started. Preliminary measurements have been made with galvanic cell
hydrogen and oxygen meters at 300°-470oC and equilibrium constants have been evaluated.

6.4.2 Liquid metal disposal

NaK disposal has continued at DFR using the spray burning technique. A total of 561 has now
been disposed of by this method. However, because of the increasing specific activity of the NaK this
method has now been phased out in favour of a Hydroxide Conversion Process. The process is based
on the atomised spray injection of NaK into a 40% solution of sodium/potassium hydroxide using
nitrogen as the pressurising gas. Optimisation of the spray jet size and gas pressures, admixing steam
with the atomising gas and selection of compatible materials for the jet housing have contributed to
the development of a satisfactory disposal method capable of handling up to 20 kg/hour. To date 20t
NaK has been treated by this method. Previous investigations into the use of reticulated vitreous
carbon to trap radioactive '"Cs from NaK at low specific activities were encouraging and arrangements
are in hand to test the material trapping performance on DFR primary NaK containing some 20,000 Ci
137Cs in 571.

6.4.3 Sodium-water reactions

Characterisation of water/steam leaks into sodium has continued at Dounreay and BNL with
investigations into the mechanisms of wastage of both leak site and target materials. A leak blocking/
unblocking chemical corrosion mechanism is believed to operate in ferritic steels while in stainless steel
leak unblocking has been observed to result from stress corrosion cracking. Tests at BNL of microleak
behaviour in 9Cr 1 Mo steel indicate a temperature dependence of damage rate, the rate of growth of
the leak being greater the higher the temperature in the range 400-500°C.

6.4.4 Carbon in sodium

The model developed at BNL for the transport of carbon in sodium has been extended to include
fault conditions represented by both continuous and intermittent carbon ingress. The model has been
applied to determine acceptable carbon ingress rates for a given degree of steel carburisation. A
theoretical study of carbide precipitation processes in 316 stainless steels has also been initiated so
that variation in the extend of component carburisation with time can be predicted more confidently.

6.5 Sodium leaks, fires and aerosols 134

Theoretical studies of the effect of a sodium fire within a containment have been undertaken at
BNL Analytical solutions have been derived for the gas pressures in the containment, the surface
temperature of the steel liner and the temperature distribution in the concrete walls as a function of
time. Support studies on burning rates are under way on a small scale at BNL and on aerosol formation
at the AEA's Winfrith Laboratories.

Methods for the generation of a standard, monodispersed aerosol are being investigated and
developed to enable calibration and performance testing of physical analysis equipment and sampling
procedures. Andersen impactors have been fabricated in stainless steel for analysis of sodium oxide
aerosols and the quality of their analytical data is being investigated. An air ejector device has been
developed to improve sampling of high concentration aerosols.

Investigations into the chemistry of sodium combustion aerosols, released to the atmosphere,
using differential thermal analysis (DTA) combined with thermogravimetric (TG) analysis have con-
tinued. It has been shown that in mixtures of sodium oxides, hydroxide and carbonate a well defined
thermal peak associated with the melting of sodium hydroxide can be identified which would be suit-
able for quantitative analysis. However, no thermal peaks were found characteristic of sodium car-
bonate, suggesting that it dissolves in the molten hydroxide. Sodium oxides release oxygen with sub-
limation on heating so further analytical techniques will be needed to analyse aerosols containing mix-
tures of sodium oxides, hydroxide, carbonate and bicarbonate. A possible future experimental pro-
gramme based on combined DTA-TG analysis with additional gas evolution and abs irption methods is
being developed.

A comparison of the performance of various powder extinguishants, on small pool fires, has been
carried out at temperatures of 400-750°C. The superiority of carbon-based powders (e.g. Graphex)
over conventional powders has been demonstrated although there is unwelcome evidence for the
partial combustion of the carbonaceous powders when introduced to pools at temperatures above
650°C.

Tests have been performed to assess the effect in PFR of hot sodium spilling on to concrete
beneath the installed passive fire-fighting system of the steam generator cells. Initially, small mass
spillage tests showed no significant sodium-concrete reaction though some dehydration of the
concrete surface occurred. Sodium pool temperatures decayed smoothly, reflecting the effectiveness
of the system to suppress the sodium burning rate. Work directed towards PFR conditions is con-
tinuing. It is planned to extend the studies to cover sodium/concrete reactions in general.

6.6 Sodium vapour, heat and mass transfer

Studies at AERE have continued on the heat and mass transfer of sodium vapour across a fast
reactor cover gas space using water/air analogue techniques to study specific geometries, in the
transfer studies with a cylindrical geometry over a hot pool data acquired with a 150 mm diameter tube
will be supplemented by a proposed new rig of 1 m diameter by 7-5 m long. This will enable Rayleigh
numbers to be increased to values closer to reactor conditions. Convection within narrow annular
gaps has also been investigated and it has been found that with a gap of 10 mm little convection occurs
but with a gap of 50 mm gross convection was measured.

A considerable amount of theoretical work on the physics of sodium mists in argon has been
completed which, coupled with earlier work on radiant heat transfer through the reactor cover gas,
forms a vital background to forthcoming work on sodium rigs. Two sodium/argon rigs (of 15 and 60 cm
diameter) are nearing completion.



Further studies on the formation of sodium frosts and measurements to determine the emissivity
of sodium and sodium contaminated surfaces are in hand.

6.7 Water circuits

Problems with the control of organic impurity levels in the input feed water to the PFR treatment
plants are not yet completely resolved. An assessment has been made of the organic removal/anti-
fouling properties of various ion exchange resins in an- effort to improve the performance of the Pre-
Treattnent Plant Equipment was installed for full-scale trials of selected resins but due to the absence
of an autumnal flush in 1980 - which gives a seasonal surge in the organic impurity nature and levels
- realistic tests were not possible. Work by Aberdeen University on the physical and chemical
properties of the organic impurities is continuing in support of the above resin tests.

7. ENGINEERING COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT

7.1 Components

7.1.1 Under-sodium viewer

The ultrasonic under-sodium viewer for PFR has now been completed. It comprises an array of
12 ultrasonic transducers mounted on the end of a 10m long vertical tube which will be loaded into a
penetration in the PFR rotating shield. The array will be traversed over the core by rotating both the
rotating shield and the viewer tube itself. Comprehensive data processing equipment has been
developed so that the device can monitor the relative positions of the tops of the individual sub-
assemblies and the relative height of the individual wrappers.

Commissioning tests in water on the transducer array and the data processing equipment have
been entirely satisfactory, confirming the resolution is + 0-5 mm.

7.1.2 HAUP pumps

Work has continued on the development of the Helical Annular Linear Induction EM Pump
(HALIP). This type of pump comprises a 6-start helical coil of mineral insulated cable wound on a
ferritic former having salient poles, and inserted into a ferritic tube which forms a sodium annulus with
longitudinal baffles to encourage axial flow of the sodium. This type of pump can be used fully
immersed in the primary sodium circuit at temperatures up to 600°C, and has the advantage that the
windings can be withdrawn and replaced without disturbing the pump duct and connecting pipework.

Two prototype HALIP pumps have been constructed. Pump A, 89 mm diameter, 1000 mm iong,
and pump B, 133 mm diameter, 1000 mm long, are currently being tested in the Sodium Components
Test Rig. Pump C, 200 mm diameter, is under construction.

7.1.3 Fast response thermocouples

The 1 mm diameter double-walled coaxial thermocouple is now fully developed. In this type of
thermocouple, the Chromel and Alumel conductors are butt-welded together, sheathed, swaged down
and then bent into a hairpin form with the junction at the tip of the hairpin. This construction gives a
fast response time (50 ms) with greatly improved reliability compared with the conventional sheathed
thermocouples.

Present proposals for monitoring the CDFR core include the provision of six of these coaxial
thermocouples and one conventional thermocouple made up in the form of a flexible rope and mounted
above the outlet of each sub-assembly. A pilot-scale rope-making machine for the manufacture of
these thermocouple clusters has been developed, and six prototype clusters have been manufactured
and are being tested in the PFR.

7.2 Coolant circuit studies

7.2.1 Thermal shock

Work has continued on the structural behaviour of a 15 cm diameter tubular specimen with an
internal plug and external flange when subjected to thermal shocks. As mentioned in previous reviews,
the test specimen is placed in a furnace and slowly heated to 600°C; it is then quickly moved out of
the furnace and into an array of tubes from which an air blast is applied to the external surface. This
provides a surface thermal shock from 600°C to 400°C at up to 10 deg. K/second, which is quite
adequate to simulate in-pile conditions. The rig is automated so that fast cycling without hold time,
or any desired hold time at the upper temperature can be achieved.

Initial experiments on four specimens show that fatigue cracks start from an existing crevice
in the component between the tube and the internal plug: typically a crack -j mm long in the 6 mm
thick tube wall is observed after 200 cycles.

An extensive theoretical analysis using the CEGB inelastic finite element structural code
BERSAFE has allowed the strains in the relevant parts of the component to be predicted, and, by
applying the principles of linear elastic fracture mechanics, the likely form and extent of fatigue cracks
have been predicted. These predictions are in good agreement with the observed cracks in the speci-
ments tested. More recently an inelastic calculation using the US code ANSYS has been carried out;
the results are still being assessed, but initial indications are that they agree well with the BERSAFE
analysis.

These calculations predict that the crack should initiate at the end of the crevice between the
plug and the tube. If the crevice is sharp, the crack may start to grow on the first thermal cycle; if the
end of the crevice is blunted for example, by a slag inclusion, a significant number of thermal cycles
may be required to initiate the crack, and this effect has been noted experimentally.

For a start the crack will grow under the influence of the stress concentration produced by the
pre-existing crevice; after it has reached a length of about 1 mm, the influence of the crevice declines,
and the crack growth rate is determined by the stress concentration due to the crack itself. This leads
to a maximum predicted growth rate of about 5 x 10~3 mm/cycle, which tends to decrease as the crack
gets longer.

More recently a specimen has been subjected to 200 deg K thermal shocks with a dwell time
at the top temperature of three hours. This is a compromise between accruing a signtficant amount of
creep strain on each cycle, and permitting a reasonable cycling rate; about half the creep strain
expected in 120 hours occurs in the first three hours. After 500 cycles ultrasonic examination shows
no significant cracking. This specimen is therefore showing no signs of any reduction in cycles to
failure due to the effect of hold time. Metallurgical examination of other specimens has also failed to
detect any structural change due to hold time.

This work is aimed at improving the understanding of the way in which cracks propagate in a
component containing defects and subjected to thermal shock. The following tentative conclusions
can be drawn from the work so far:
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(a) thermal shocks in LMFBR components can be satisfactorily simulated out of pile by air-
blast cooling, provided that the components are not too large;

(b) inelastic finite element structural analysis codes such as BERSAFE or ANSYS can be
successfully used to predict the strain (and stress) distributions under thermal shock
conditions in components containing defects such as crevices;

(c) in those components where the plastic deformation are strain controlled (and thus limited
in extent), the concepts of Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics can be successfully used to
predict the form of failure and provide an estimate of the rate of crack propagation, and
thus of cycles to failure.

7.2.2 Thermal striping

As mentioned in previous reviews, flow and power variations between individual sub-
assemblies, particularly at the core/blanket boundary, lead to significant temperature differences
between the streams of sodium emerging from adjacent sub-assemblies. These streams of sodium at
differing temperatures retain their thermal identity for a substantial distance down-stream and, since
the flow is unsteady, any structure immersed in this flow is subjected to fluctuating sodium tempera-
tures. This phenomenon, known as thermal striping, causes the surface temperature of the structure
to fluctuate, leading in turn to cyclic thermal straining, and possible surface crack formation and
propagation.

Investigations of this phenomenon have continued, using both out-of-pile air rigs and in-pile
measurements in PFR. Attention has also been paid to the methods of analysing the fluctuating
temperatures recorded in these experiments. A computer code has been developed which will
analyse the data in real time and, using a design fatigue curve and Miners Law, provide a prediction
of the fatigue life of the structure as a function of a maximum peak to peak amplitude of the tempera-
ture fluctuations applied to the surface.

8. FUELS DEVELOPMENT

8.1 Introduction

The progress which has been made this year relevant to fuel development is strongest in the
areas of Post Irradiation Examination, dismantling of irradiated PFR fuel for reprocessing, predicting
the behaviour of high burn-up PFR fuel, mounting of gel fuel irradiations and CDFR fuel design. The PFR
standard fuel design is being modified to forestall an anticipated failure mode from growth effects at
high neutron doses.

8.2 PFR fuel

So far, the peak burn-up in standard fuel in the PFR is around 7-7%. The fuel with the highest
burn-up at the end of Run 4 was unloaded before the start of the current run (Run 5) because of the
possibility that operational limits would be exceeded, leading to non-standard discharge procedures,
had the fuel been irradiated for another full run. The situation remains that no standard fuel failures
have occurred to date (and only 2 failure signals have been observed, both from experimental sub-
assemblies).

Attention has been paid to the possibility of excessive pin growth. Because the pins are hotter
than the sub-assembly hardware and in a different material, (cold worked M316 stainless steel

PE16
CWEN58B

PE16
CW EN58B

5-8 mm
30 mm

1O2 mm
2-3 mm

compared with 321 steel or PE16 for wrappers), the pins grow more rapidly than the wrapper. The
consequence of this has been assessed using a value obtained for pin growth by Oounreay from
radiographs and direct pin measurement. Pins are now getting to the stage where all the available
axial clearance could be used up. Consideration of the likely subsequent events shows that the pins
will buckle into a sinusoidal shape between grids at the hot end and contact neighbours. This could
lead to a temperature increase which would eventually lead to pin failure.

It is possible that this mechanism will limit the current PFR fuel to less than 10% peak burn-up.
The design of the replacement standard fuel has been reviewed and detailed changes made to increase
the axial clearance from 2-5 to 5 cm. This design should enable 10% bum-up to be reached from pin
growth considerations.

It is of interest to note the peak dimensional changes so far observed in PFR fuel by Dounreay
examinations: these changes are at different values of displacement dose.

Wrapper elongation in stesl type

Shoulder Bow in steel type

It should be noted that these are peak values within irradiations extending to 59 dpa and do not
necessarily indicate the trend.

During the year, some significant visual examination has been made on PFR fuel. The lead pins
at around 9% bum-up are in very good condition, appearing virtually as new.

A sustained and substantial effort has been deployed throughout the year in improving the
methods for predicting PFR fuel distortions and sub-assembly to sub-assembly forces and in calculating
the likely distortions. A current exercise is examining the extension of the present run to 90 d.

8.3 PFR absorbers

The part of the absorber system in the core is analogous to a fuel sub-assembly from distortion
considerations and is subject to a similar analysis to clarify performance limits. Early calculations of the
time at which absorber rods would interfere with their guide tubes took note of void induced bowing
but did not allow for irradiation creep. A programme has now been produced to incorporate this
effect.

Limits to absorber endurance are recognised from the axial and diametral growth of the spike,
guide tube axial growth, pellet swelling (and ciad rupture) and burn-down.

It is noted that the radial growth of those portions of the absorber in an intense flux could give
rise to sticking either when the rod is dropped, or alternatively when it is being discharged out of the
top of the guide tube. Two PFR absorber components have been carefully assessed against this
possibility occurring during the present run and it is concluded that the statistical likelihood of sticking
is low enough to be acceptable. It is stressed that this is not a safety matter, only a discharge con-
sideration.

8.4 CDFR design

The most important event which has occurred during the year is the adoption by NNC of a
single sub-assembly support concept. Variations of the design affect core, blanket, absorber and
neutron shield sub-assemblies. The new support sub-assembly tubes replace the 8-sub-assembly
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carriers which are the analogue of the 6-sub-assembly carriers used in the PFR. The sub-assembly
style is closely related to the PFR style with a male fuel element spike: the details of this will be
optimised for CDFR use. From studies of single station costs, NNC have re-iterated that high bum-up is
the dominant fuel cost parameter. For this reason, and bearing in mind the possible adoption of vibro
fuel, the emphasis is placed on a 325 pin reference sub-assembly design. However, it is also noted
that 8 271 pin design could make worthwhile gains (see Section 4.2).

8.5 Fuel development topics

8.5.1 Gel fuel

Some 100 pins have been made covering both the homogeneous 2-component gel concept
and the uranium fines concept and six DMSA clusters have been assembled. The first of the clusters
has been loaded into PFR. Preparations have been made for canning further fuel to be made in the
Windscale Gel Pilot Plant and to carry out irradiations at the 1000 pin scale in PFR. The Pilot Plant
fuel should begin to become available towards the end of 1981.

Theoretical work has been carried out at AERE on th^ expected thermal conductivity of
(unsintered) particle beds. This supports the surprising observation that the introduction of a fine
fraction into a coarse particle bed can actually reduce the conductivity. The effect is attributed to the
number of transfer barriers created at the filling gas/fine particle boundaries. It is important to have a
clear understanding of the heat transfer processes operating in vibrocompacted fuel where overheating
and fuel redistribution are seen as real limits in the linear rating range of interest

8.5.2 Cladding end wrappers

The void swelling experience gained in PFR has been compared with the predictions made from
DFR data. Here, it Is noted that compounding rules have been employed to make allowance for the PFR
temperature history: thsse rules cannot be regarded as endorsed. The PFR results show that CW
EN58B (in wrapper form) is behaving in accordance with the DFR prediction, whereas PE16 wrappers
are swelling by a greater amount up to s peak of 60 dpa.

Steps ars continuing to get alternative materials in wrapper form to carry out integral tests in
PFR. From UK sources, a ferritic steel and two austenitic steels FV548 and 12R72HV wrappers are
now in prospect although it will be about 2 years before they are ready for reactor loading.

8.5.3 Grids

It is not clear what combination of grid, pin and wrapper materials will be optimum firstly
because of the shortage of high dose information on swelling and creep, and secondly because these
effects appear to be variable. This area is being tackled in a practical way by irradiating various com-
binations of grid and wrapper materials. The bulk of the PFR charge uses solution annealed EN5SB
grids. Sub-assemblies have been made up with PE16 and cold worked EN58B grids. A further aspect
of grid development is the optimising of pin/grid clearances and fit to obviate damage to the pins
either during assembly or in operation.

8.6 Status of fuel development

Confidence in the fast reactor fuel type which is being developed remains firm. To have reached
between 7% and 8% burn-up (peak) in the 100,000 Phenix plus PFR pins without a single failure in a
standard fuel pin augurs well for fast reactors. Although it is sensible to take a cautious view of what
might be happening to PFR fuel by way of distortion and interaction, the reactor has in fact achieved

its present burn-up without difficulty. Occasional pin failures in the future would not be surprising, but
no operational or safety problems are expected if they do occur.
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9. SAFETY

9.1 General survey

The position on the reactor design safety criterion to be adopted has not changed from that
indicated last year. The aim is to reduce the probability for a serious but essentially contained accident
to around 10'4 per reactor year, and for an uncontrolled major release from the core to 10"6 or less per
reactor year. There would be such further reduction of risk from major accidents as may be reasonably
provided by containment. There has been some discussion as how best to represent the uncertainties
in probability levels that are present at the very low probability end of the safety criterion graph. Dis-
cussion of the general topic has widened because of the imminent introduction of PWRs into the UK.

Possible implications for fast "reactors arising out of the events at Three Mile Island have been
studied. No major change in outlook has arisen from this, although it has confirmed the undesirability
of placing too much reliance on correct operator action. No consequential major design changes for
the fast reactor are foreseen.

Wide publicity has been given to the self-protective possibilities against failure of coolant flow
of certain types of reactor design. As noted last year, a similar type of self-protective behaviour also
exists on PFR for a large proportion of the fuel cycle. For CDFR the introduction of such features may
require the use of longer pump run down times, which could be undesirable for other reasons. There
are a large number of different sensors available to detect coolant flow failure and the probability of
failure to detect and'shutdown is extremely small, so that the improvement in safety obtained by the
self-protective behaviour is small. The self-protective feature still leaves the reactor critical at a low
power level and requires shut-off rods eventually to be inserted into the core, although the time
available for this insertion may be 10 or 20 minutes.

The general safety characteristics of CDFR have continued to show a general improvement in
the anticipated fault behaviour under extreme accident conditions and the design has introduced some
features which are of considerable help in giving confidence that some of the more remote accidents
can be avoided. Chief of these is the method of core support which now has two load support path-
ways, one a direct support from the primary vessel and the other an indirect support obtained through
the pump and boiler casings. These two independent load lines ensure that the structural failure of
the core support can be reduced to the required low probability level without being heavily dependent
on in-service inspection.

The evolution of the design has led to some changes in the individual sub-assembly fault
detection instruments. The adoption of a low level deflector plate and a reduced diameter of the above-
core structure makes both temperature and delayed neutron measurements more difficult- The overall
probability of a whole-core accident resulting from a chain of circumstances originating in a local fault
in one sub-assembly is being maintained at a low level, but the design changes have resulted in more
attention being paid to particular links in the chain, for example, any possibilities of an energetic
incident in a sub-assembly compacting the core by crushing sub-assemblies or closing the interwrapper
gaps are being examined further.

The strength of the containment roof has continued to be assessed against a core disassembly
accident which yields a mechanical energy of 1 GJ when vapour expansion is assumed to continue
down to 1 bar or about 0-6 GJ when expansion is assumed to be terminated at the cover gas volume.
The effect of consequential roof movement on pipework design is being assessed.



However, the results of whole core accident calculations are tending to show that the release of
mechanical energy is so low that a large part of the core could remain in position with a coolable
geometry preventing further meltdown. A major factor producing low energy releases is the reactivity
loss arising from the movement of molten fuel inside the cladding away from the centre of the reactor
and towards the probable point of pin failure in the upper part of the core.

One factor that is still uncertain is the extent to which vaporization of the sodium left in the
core during an accident can add to the total mechanical energy, and whether a substantial sodium
vapour pressure can be developed from the residual heat in the fuel for a few seconds after the dis-
assembly incident. The US code SIMMER has been acquired and will be used to explore these
conditions.

9.2 Fuel failure

9.2.7 International collaboration on fuel testing

There are two major collaborative international programmes: PFR/TREAT and CABRI. A good
start has been made with the joint USDOE/UKAEA PFR/TREAT fuel test programme. Fresh {zero bum-
up) UK pins have been shipped to the USA and the first TREAT tests have been successfully carried out.
Arrangements for irradiating and. subsequently transporting US pins are well in hand.

The CABRI joint programme is moving forward again following a temporary halt in the rate of
testing. Analysis of the previous experimental results has continued.

5.2.2 Analysis of fuel failure experiments

The analysis of the fuel failure experiments has required several enhancements to the codes
NASLIP and PINEX-AR. These have included fuel and clad melting, variable gas gap conductance and
the ability to allow boiling initiation to start below the top of the core. Flow oscillations have been
found to be of importance and amongst other things these can result in molten clad being carried
upwards, resolidifying near the outlet

Work has also continued on the study of fission gas behaviour and a model OGRES-B, developed
primarily for normal operational studies, has been applied successfully to fission gas on grain
boundaries during accidents. The NEFIG transient intergranular fission gas model is also being used
extensively.

9.2.3 Wrapper fracture

Critical values of the elastic plastic J-integral fracture toughness parameter have been measured
at temperatures over the range 23-5O0°C in dynamic 3-point bend tests on solution treated 321
stainless steel irradiated in DFR to a dose of 20 dpa. The irradiated material originated from a spent
DFR control rod carrier. Irradiation resulted in a loss of toughness at all deformation temperatures used
for the tests.

9.3 Sodium boiling

9.3.1 Sodium boiling theory

Development and application of SABRE has continued and much of the earlier work has been
consolidated by producing a single version of the code incorporating all the main variants as options.
This has been supplied to the French and German teams with whom the UK collaborates. Many
improvements have been introduced for the purpose of analysing KNS experiments and as part of the

development towards a transient boiling capability. These include use of variables which are con-
tinuous at boiling interfaces, compressibility, implicit solution for use in slow transients, a vector up-
stream differencing treatment of the momentum equations to avoid false viscosity and the ability to
specify problems in terms of pressure drop boundary conditions which will provide a specified flowrate.

Detailed analysis of subchannel turbulence in cross-flow conditions has been made with ROBOT
and this has indicated a large enhancement in turbulent viscosity compared with axial flow. Turbulence
data for use in SABRE are being extracted. Reports on this work have been presented to the inter-
national panel on "refined flow modelling" at their meeting in Chatou and Karlsruhe.

A pressing requirement for'enhancements to SABRE has come from the PFR/TREAT experiments
using 7-pin clusters. The single phase transient version of the code has been used for comparisons
with COBRA and variable fuel conductivity and heat capacity have been incorporated to improve the
detailed modelling. This is an area where the transient boiling version is needed for the analysis of later
events.

SABRE is also being applied to natural circulation conditions.

9.3.2 Out of pile sodium experiments

The concept of a low flow, low power sodium boiling experiment at RNL has been developed
to test pumped low flow, natural circulation and thermal syphon conditions. Authorisation for these
experiments is currently being sought.

At CEGB Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories, a sodium loop safety studies test section is nearing
completion which will permit pipe flow simulation of sub-assembly outlet condition under normal and
accident conditions.

9.3.3 Analysis of sodium boiling experiments

The main activity has been the analysis of the KNS 1 and 2 rigs at Karlsruhe, the results being
available under a collaborative agreement. This linked in with an international benchmark exercise run
by the Liquid Metal Boiling Group. The UK submitted SABRE results for all the test problems although
there were clearly some discrepancies between predictions and experiments for the comer blockage
cases. The reasons for this are not clear but may stem from the rapid temperature change across the
edge of the wake and the numerical problems in dealing with this.

Dryout in the steady (non-oscillatory) boiling mode, where the margin to dryout is a minimum
has been studied in detail and a model developed which permits extrapolation of the KNS data to CDFR
conditions.

9.3.4 Water modelling and associated work

Work in this field has been limited to the use of a laser Doppler velocimeter for the determination
of velocity distributions and turbulence intensities in an 11-pin test section with and without internal
blockages. In support of this work a data reduction technique has been developed which provides
accurate on-line determination of turbulence intensity from the output of the photon correlation
equipment.

Initial experiments without a blockage in the test section determined the fully developed axial
velocity distribution within a sub-channel for both laminar and turbulent flow regimes. In laminar flow,
the measured velocity distribution was in close agreement with a theoretical model developed
previously. Comparison of the turbulent flow results with a code developed at Bradford University,
which uses a turbulent kinetic energy/dissipation rate model of turbulence, showed reasonable general
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agreement. In detail, however, the velocities in the pin gap region were underpredicted, indicating the
need for refinement of the model in this region.

Measurements made downstream of an impermeable blockage covering 53% of the free flow
area gave velocity distributions and wake lengths in good agreement with the earlier qualitative results
using flow visualisation. Turbulence intensities (defined relative to the local velocity) were generally
in the range 6 to 10%, little greater than measured in the unblocked assembly. Local peaks rising to
about 18% were, however, measured in the high stress layer between the wake and the main stream.

Subsequent experiments have been made in an 11-pin assembly in which various degrees and
distributions of blockage permeability can be simulated. For uniform permeability the recirculating
wake virtually disappears when the residual flow, defined as the ratio of the mass flow per unit area
through the blockage to the mass flow per unit past the blockage tip, is about 005. Previous
theoretical work had suggested that this did not occur until the residual flow reached 0-20.

Measurements on a blockage with a discrete permeability at its leading edge have confirmed
earlier flow visualisation work which indicated that the recirculating velocity in the wake reduced as the
permeability increased. The importance of this is that supporting SABRE calculations had shown that
for a particular value of the discrete permeability there was a substantial increase in wake temperature
compared with that predicted for an impermeable blockage.

9.4 Instrumentation

9.4.1 Rod position measurement by acoustics

Investigations are continuing on the feasibility of acoustically measuring the position of the
alternative shutdown rod devices which have no direct connection to the above core structure. There
has been collaboration with Toshiba of Japan on the sensitivity measurements of, and irradiation
testing in PFR, of a high temperature transducer supplied by Toshiba. Instrumentation and computer
programmes have been developed to extract the low level echo signals from the electrical noise and
drop times of the rod have now been measured by this means. A full scale water test facility is nearing
completion at IRD, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

9.4.2 Acoustic detection of boiling

The behaviour of acoustic noise detection systems continues to receive attention and the
advantages of sophisticated noise analysis has been emphasised. This can be used to separate boiling
noise from extraneous rig or reactor noise and to provide a degree of noise source location in the
reactor core.

9.4.3 Temperature noise

Temperature noise continues to be one possible means of detecting sub-assembly blockages
and a code to predict the noise behaviour has been written. Experiments in an air rig at Cambridge
University have provided useful initial measurements and a hot water injection facility under con-
struction at Risley Nuclear Laboratories should provide more detailed data.

9.4.4 Processing of sub-assembly signals

A prototype demonstration computer-based system has been designed and construction and
programming is at an advanced stage. The system, designed to process the thousands of thermocouple
signals can be conveniently considered in two parts (i) a high-speed solid-state multiplexer, and
(ii) a microprocessor-based computer system in which the functions of trip algorithm execution and

voting are partitioned into separate, redundant microprocessors. The multiplexed signals are inter-
leaved with hardwired test signals to generate a unique dynamic signal pattern which in turn is 'looked
for' by a hardwired pattern-recognition circuit. Hardware failures, wiring or software errors will result
in the generation of an incorrect pattern, with consequent fail-safe, self-diagnostic action. After
construction, the demonstration system will be installed for trial operation initially on a CEGB sodium
rig and subsequently on the PFR at Dounreay.

In parallel with the above, some progress has been made in the development of software-
controlled error-detecting codes using mini-computers and also in the development of methods for the
rigorous checking of real-time system specifications.

9.4.S Pulse coded logic

Demonstration systems continue to operate satisfactorily at DIDO. BRADWELL and OLDBURY.
PCL is seen as providing a disparate design alternative to relays or magnetic logic in multiple guard-
line systems in which common-mode failures place a limitation on reliability. Further, PCL provides a
much higher degree of self-diagnosis than the other devices, offering potentially significant improve-
ments in plant availability.

9.5 Possible energetic molten fuel/coolant interactions

9.5.7 Studies using molten CO2

Studies of U02/water interactions in Rig A at AEEW have investigated the effects of physical
restraints on the expansion of UOj into the water. In earlier studies the degree of expansion was
controlled by variations of the initial rig pressure and cover gas volume, thus confusing any intrinsic
pressure effects with indirect effects related to degree of dispersion. The physical restraint has now
been provided by catchpots fitted round the charge container base which limit the initial expansion of
thermite into the surrounding water. With this arrangement both spontaneous and triggered inter-
actions have been observed between molten U02 and water for rig pressures ranging from ambient to
0-6 MPa (absolute). At the higher pressures more energetic triggers were needed to initiate triggered
interaction.

The spontaneous interactions occurred shortly after the start of release of the charge from Its
container and the most energetic of these gave a yield of 7-0 kj at a system pressure of 0-1 MPa
(absolute) and was followed by a triggered interaction yielding 2-7 k j when the end cap hit the base.
The total quantity of material involved in both interactions was about 140g U02, corresponding to an
average yield of 69 Joules per gram of fragmented fuel.

Modifications to Rig A to enable the use of water temperatures up to 180°C have been com-
pleted and the first runs at up to 100°C at ambient pressure have been done. Future experiments will
systematically study the effect of changes of sub-cooling.

A new type of charge container is now in use which has a remotely triggered actuated release,
and this will be used ih conjunction, with a controlled pressure pulse source to investigate aspects of
triggered interactions, including timing and magnitude of the trigger pulse. An alternative rig vessel
with 4.4 to 1 aspect ratio has also been brought into use and this will be used for the study of triggering
phenomena.

In Rig B the first experimental series investigating U02/sodium MFCI has been completed and
has covered sodium temperatures up to 450°C and initial rig pressures up to 0>6 MPa (absolute). A
number of small triggered interactions have been observed.
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Modifications to Rig B to enable operation with a reduced sodium sub-cooling (by use of sub-
atmospheric initial rig pressures) have just been completed and investigations in this area will start
shortly. Arrangements are also under development for use of catchpots to restrict the dispersion of
U02 in Rig B in order to generate a denser dispersion of fuel in sodium.

The UO2 debris produced in Rig B has always been finely fragmented, even when little inter-
action has been observed. Further studies on this have been carried out, including the placing of typical
Rig A debris in the sodium during a test sequence and these have suggested that it is a chemical
interaction between UO2 and sodium that may be partly responsible for these fine particles rather than
any thermal interactions.

The Thermite Firing Rig (TFR) was brought into operation in March 1980, and has been used to
demonstrate the performance of 5 kg charges. Nine such charges have been fired to date in overstrong
containers and the general behaviour has been similar to the 0-5 kg charges used previously (and
currently in Rigs A and B). There have been problems in obtaining consistent measurements of charge
pressure and various modifications to the pressure transducer mounts are being investigated to
improve the situation. Load cells have also been used to measure directly the loads on the charge end
cap as an independent check on charge pressure. This has given similar peak pressures but apparent
differences in rise time have yet to be reconsidered.

Design and procurement of a furnace/injection system to enable sodium at up to 600°C to be
injected into the molten UO2 is currently in progress, and it is planned to study the vaporisation rates
for various injection modes.

The design of the MFTF facility which will enable the interaction of 20 kg of uranium thermite
with sodium or water has been completed and some major components such as the main vessel are
under construction. It is expected that civil work will start on site in March 1981, with completion of
the rig at the end of 1982.

An apparatus is being constructed at CEGB BNL in which small quantities (lOg) of arc-melted
U02 will be dropped into sodium at a range of sodium temperatures up to TMt. The presence of film
boiling will be detected using high speed cine photography and pressure measurements.

9.5.2 Simulant experiments and interpretation

Preliminary experiments have been performed at CEGB BNL on Freon 22/water interactions in a
co-current flow geometry which enables a coarse mixture of materials to be produced at temperatures
where film boiling is unstable. As well as investigating the existence of a temperature criterion on the
escalation and propagation phases, the experiment investigates the feasibility of the co-current flow
technique to support the Ispra design of a similar experiment for Na/U02. Preliminary experiments
(with large initial void fractions) have shown propagation but with slow pressure rise times, indicating
deflagation rather than detonation. Further experiments with lower void fractions are planned.

Studies of the phenomena occurring after contact at freon/water and molten tin/water interfaces
suggested that a boiling fragmentation mechanism may be operating. Such a process may be of
importance in the escalation and propagation phase of an MFCI. Another model was proposed, based
on intermixing .esulting from boiling induced turbulent flow fields.

Studies of the hydrodynamic breakup in dense dispersions of molten cerrobend in water have
been almost completed, and confirm the effectiveness of this mechanism under conditions typical of
thermal explosions.

The experimental work in THERMIR at Winfrith on the propagation of thermal interactions in tin/
water and aluminium/water has now been completed. The original measurements on the charac-

teristics of the propagating front (velocity and pressure) for tin were improved and extended to
aluminium by the use of stronger test vessels. These enabled the front to be observed for stronger
interaction and for longer periods.

Quantitative characterisation of fragmentation processes remains a high priority, as any
quantitative analysis can depend strongly on the assumptions made. A programme of small scale
experiments was started to study in detail fragmentation following the collapse of a vapour film
separating two liquids. Some possible experimental geometries have been investigated, in particular
the collapsing by -a pressure pulse of plane vapour films between freon and water, and more recently
studies of droplet geometries. It is currently felt that the latter are more promising experimental situa-
tions and a new very high speed Imacon cine camera is being brought into operation to study this
system with a time resolution in the microsecond range.

9.S.3 Fuel/coo/ant interaction theory

As part of the CSNI comparative exercise, SIMMER is being applied to the propagation of a
pressure wave through mixtures of molten metal, water and water vapour. The results look very
encouraging in qualitative terms but quantitative agreement has not yet been obtained. This may be
due to inadequacies in prescribed data, e.g. the void fraction, which is difficult to measure.

9.6 Core structure tests

9.6.1 Core compaction

As part of the safety case it is necessary to demonstrate that movements of sub-assemblies
which might occur as a result of a violent sub-assembly failure have a very low probability of causing
a whole core accident. The initiating effect can be postulated to be an MFCI or the result of pressure
build-up due to blockage of the inlet and outlet of a sub-assembly by molten debris. Depending on
whether the sub-assembly involved is near the centre or near the periphery of the core, reactivity
increases may be produced by direct compaction or by elastic springback after the initial deflection.
Studies of the deflections have been made in a 1/5 scale of a free standing core using water to repre-
sent sodium and with chemical explosions as the energy source. These tests have confirmed the
possibility that significant short reactivity pulses may occur. Limitation of the size of these postulated
reactivity spikes is an important consideration in the design of the core support system.

Preparations are in hand to represent the effect of an energy release at the radial blanket/core
boundary, to find if direct compaction is possible.

9.6.2 Core structural integrity

The effect of possible loss of ductility of wrappers due to irradiation embrittlement on the
resistance to MFCI events is of concern and attempts are being made to simulate this irradiation
embrittlement in other structural materials.

9.7 Nuclear excursion yield

9.7.1 Development of methods for whole-core accident calculations

A substantially improved version of the FRAX code (FRAX-3) has become operational,
incorporating internal fuel motion modelling prior to fuel pin failure and improvements to molten fuel
coolant interaction modelling, fission gas escape modelling following clad failure, an improved point
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kinetics solution, an updated formulation for the prediction of the rate-of-strain of stressed cladding,
and an improved treatment of plastic clad strain dus to differntiai expansion effects. A pressure driving
function for use in analysis of loss of flow (LOF) incidents has also been incorporated. Improvements
to the fuel failure correlations have been made.

Combination of FRAX with PINEX-AR enabled internal fuel motion effects to be included in
reactor transients. In fuel designs with a central hole connected to the gas plenum without obstruction
a substantial shutdown mechanism was found to apply in fast transients through the effect of the fuel
being extruded axially out of the core. In slow transients freezing is possible. A limited FRAX-3-
SiMMER interface is currently undef development to enable initial conditions for SIMMER calculations
to be established at a user specified juncture during the predicted accident progression.

9.7.2 Accident code use

Further analysis of a siow transient over power (TOP) fault (0-03 $ s"1 ramp) has been made for
CDFR using updated parameters. This has confirmed predictions of failure near the top of the core in
irradiated pins, where clad temperatures are hottest (and clad is weakest). The failure mechanism is
fission gas pressure loading. Analysis of SAS3D/EPiC results has shown that internal fuel motion
towards such failure positions provides a powerful shutdown mechanism following pin failure. The
study concluded that adequate cooling of damaged pins in the core may be a possible outcome for this
incident.

Work has also shown that the predicted energetics for a loss of flow incident are much lower
than previously envisaged. Calculations showed that where MFCIs were predicted to occur during the
accident escalation, the modest voiding ramp rates (due to sodium boiling behaviour) were not
enhanced. This arose since concomitant motion of fuel produced reactivity effects which more than
compensated for MFCl-induced increased sodium voiding.

The UK has continued to participate in EEC activities through membership of the Whole Core
Accident Calculation Sub-Group. A study of a 0-1 $ s"1 TOP incident for a 2-batch beginning-of-
equilibrium cycle irradiated fast reactor model is nearing completion. There is now increased interest
in such studies since the USNRC and USDOE are both participating using the latest US accident
analysis methods. This has contributed towards a shift from pure benchmark approach to the use of
maximum capability calculations.

One of the main areas of new work has been the application of SIMMER, obtained from Los
Alamos, to a wide range of problems. To date it has been successfully applied to the late stages of a
reactor accident when fueS geometry is lost, the expansion phase of core debris and its interaction with
colder sodium and structure, analysis of experiments on leakage of the primary containment, inter-
pretation of some CABRI results and the CSN1 benchmark calculations on fuel/coolant interactions.

Modifications have been made to the combined kinetics-bowing code CRAFT by NNC. The
code incorporates the updated version of FUTURE 3 as a module. Following the modifications to
CRAFT an extensive series of transients have been run to assess the importance of the potentially
positive bowing reactivity feedback associated with the restrained core design. With the restraint
plane clearances adopted for the calculations the provisional conclusion is that the safety charac-
teristics of the bowing of the restrained core are not significantly worse than those of the free-standing
core.

9.8 Containment loading and response

9.8.1 Containment experiments

The last and most complex pool-type geometry containment code validation (COVA) test has
now been fired. The main discrepancies identified by the code validation exercise concern the predic-
tion of fluid impact pressures and the strain behaviour of thin vessels; these are being considered by
the code developers and in experimental programmes at JRC Ispra.

A series of roof-loading experiments designed to study the potential of roof plug protection
devices against internal loading from hypothetical core disruptive accidents has been completed with
useful direct load measurements being obtained from an improved load measuring system. It was
demonstrated that crushable material (with a constant yield pressure of about 2-5 MPa) provided
a worthwhile degree of plug protection. Dip plate and deflector structures in these tests provided some
protection but it appears that their usefulness would be limited unless they could be supported from the
roof, rather than from the plug.

Two preliminary experiments in a further programme to investigate the effect of the asymmetric
arrangement of IHXs and pumps on the hydrodynamics and containment loadings have been fired.

As the first stage of a study of alternative, more representative, energy sources, a series of
charge proving shots and duplicate firings of charge calibration and containment experiments have
been carried out using a charge developed by Stanford Research Institute which provides a longer
energy release and lower peak pressures. The results and implications for future work are being
assessed.

To provide confidence in the prediction of dynamic structural response of reactor structural
components a modest experimental programme is being mounted to validate the computer codes
involved. Preliminary tests have been performed with a prototype rig providing triangular pulse
loading patterns of the appropriate level and duration. Collaboration with JRC Ispra is foreseen during
the course of this programme.

9.8.2 Code developments

Important improvements to the SEURBNUK code have been completed, the major one enabling
perforated structures which can deform and move to be modelled. This feature is required in modelling
several reactor components, e.g. diagrids, dip-plates, shield rods. Predictions made in collaboration
with the German safety organisation GRS and JRC Ispra for the behaviour of the 1/6th scale model of
the SNR 300 reactor being tested at Ispra were usefully based on SEURBNUK. Modular organisation of
the code has also improved the structure of the code for future development.

Use of the ASTARTE code has continued and the new rezoning option has enabled cases to be
run which would previously have stopped at an early stage. The main application in progress is the
analysis of the Foulness 1/20th scale model experiments.

The processing of impulse histories, generated by the containment loading code SEURBNUK,
for use in reactor roof response calculations is still simple pressure linearisation over the calculation
time step. The one-dimensional code ROSHOD has been modified to enable assessment of the
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response of the rotating shield plug "keyed" hold down system to be made for loadings calculated by
the SEURBNUK code. One-dimensional codes to study bulk roof movements in response to HCDA
loadings have been developed. These codes have been used to give initial estimates of the forces
expected to be exerted on the retaining keys and of the extent of roof lift with the current CDFR design.

9.8.3 Code application

Production running with SEURBNUK has continued for the simple CDFR model, including strong-
back representation. The effect of variations in primary tank thickness have been studied. Calculations
for experimental comparison purposes using water data instead of sodium and a low density explosive
bubble instead of U02 have been made.

9.9 Post-accident heat removal

The aim of the post accident heat removal work is to demonstrate that beds of self-heated core
debris which may arise from a core disruptive accident can be adequately cooled by sodium permeating
through the beds. The UK work is based upon ohmic heating of spherical paniculate under water, and
compares with induction heated experiments elsewhere. A further development of the out-of-pile
heating techniques which is being pursued in the UK is that of dielectric heating. This offers the
advantage of generating heat in each particle in proportion to its mass irrespective of its size of shape
and so should provide a means of characterising the structure of participate beds of mixed particle size.

Studies have continued in order to obtain a knowledge of the chemical constitution of a liquid
metal molten oxide core cooled fast reactor. These experiments will allow assessments to be made of
the distribution of fission products between the molten core and the gas phase. Some studies and
assessments of the reaction between materials of the core and the refractory oxides have also been
made; this part of the programme will enable an assessment to be made of the efficiency of concrete
as a restrainer of a molten core.

Experimental studies have concentrated on the effects of the presence of absorber materials.
The presence of boron carbide results in the probable appearance of fissile material in the stainless
steel phase. Assessments of phase equilibria between urania and plutonia with the oxides of concrete
have been continued as an aid to interpreting the products of reaction between concrete and oxide
fuel. Studies will continue on the reactions of oxide fuel with concrete and some assessments of losses
of fission products from a molten oxide core will also be made. Core melt out studies which assume the
core had melted out of the vessel and into the concrete have compared with interactions of silica
concrete and alumina cement with U02 spheres (260 |tm| at 2000°C.

9.10 Secondary containment

9.10.1 Source term and general requirements

To investigate the amounts of fluid and core debris that might be ejected through a breach in
the reactor roof following an HCDA, two experiments have been performed in a COVA-like geometry.
In these tests the LDE charge was surrounded by sand as the simulant core debris material and a hole
was introduced near the plug/roof boundary. In two tests with different cover gas gaps 1% and 5% of
the sand was ejected together with 1% and 2-5% of the fluid. The experimental data are being
compared with calculations using the SIMMER code: these calculations indicate that the debris and
fluid are ejected over a long period, until the vessel is depressurised.

Studies of aerosols have continued: see Section 6.5.

9.10.2 Missile studies

A series of experiments sponsored by the Safety and Reliability Directorate (SRD) to study the
effects of variations of reinforcement quantity and geometry on the resistance of concrete structures
to perforation by rigid missiles is under way. Comparison of the experimental results with the predic-
tions of the SARCASTIC computer code are in course. Additionally these experiments will be used to
provide further evidence on the applicability of linear geometrical scaling to rigid missile impacts.

Active collaboration with Germany has continued, and a rigid missile test on a linear geometrical
scale 2-6 times greater than a similar test carried out at Winfrith has been mounted in Germany. The
perforation energy, target deflections, load function and overall damage were found to be in very good
agreement with the results obtained at Winfrith.

A series of tests have been mounted at Winfrith to measure the collapse load function of two
German designs of missile representing the crashing aircraft. These experiments have been carried
out at i linear scale. Four experiments using one of these types of collapsing missile impacting
reinforced concrete targets, again at j - linear scale, are being carried out. The results will be used to
choose appropriate impact conditions for a full scale test in Germany.

Close collaboration with France has also continued. Collaboration with Denmark (Ris«S National
Laboratory) and Sweden (ASEA) has concentrated on the development of the mathematical modelling
of concrete.

Impact experiments using rigid missiles and mild steel and aluminium targets have continued,
and the predictions of the EURDYN-02 and ASTARTE codes have been tested using the experimental
results. Impact velocities up to 150 ms"1 have been achieved and work is in hand to improve the
promising performance of both codes.

10. REACTOR PERFORMANCE STUDIES

10.1 Neutronics design data

10.1.1 Nuclear physics data

The new 136 Mev electron linac at Harwell, which was officially opened in July 1979, has
suffered a number of technical problems during commissioning trials. These have now largely been
overcome, and it is expected that experimental work will be able to start early in 1981.

The analysis of capture cross-section data of Fe has been completed. The results show that the
radiation width (FJ is significantly smaller than previously measured. The evaluation of the neutron
cross-sections of " 'Am is essentially complete and now forms part of the UK Nuclear Data Library.
An assessment has also been carried out of the accuracy requirements for higher actinide nuclear data.

A fission chamber has been designed for use in the forthcoming international comparison of flux
density measurements organised by the Bureau International des Poids et Measures. It can be used to
make improved cross-section measurements in the energy range 144 kev-20 Mev.

10.1.2 Chemical nuclear data and integral data studies

The ZEBRA reactor is used to provide integral data, averaged over a typical fast reactor spec-
trum, relevant to the fast reactor fuel cycle. ZEBRA has recently been operated under steady conditions
to allow the irradiation of a large number of samples to a peak integrated flux of about 10" n/cm2. The
samples, which are being analysed at Harwell, included " 'Am and !<!Am for the measurements
referred to above of the respective capture cross-sections leading to 242Cm and "'Cm, typical fast
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reactor cladding and wrapper alloys (PE16. M316, FV548) to investigate activation of potential
primary-circuit corrosion products, and ^'Pu and USU for p" and y-decay power determinations. B4C
pellets have also been irradiated to examine the feasibility of using mass-spectrometric techniques to
obtain the absolute B " (n,a) reaction-rate in control rods by measuring the helium production.

10.1.3 Reactor physics data libraries

The 1980 edition of the UK Nuclear Data Library's main files and detector files has been
completed and despatched to the NEA Databank in Paris for general use internationally. A new Harwell
library of fission product yields has been tested: it somewhat reduces the present 10% discrepancies
between measured and calculated decay power for " 'Pu fission, without spoiling the consistency for
a3U data.

10.2 Experimental reactor physics

70.2./ The BIZET programme in ZEBRA

The collaborative UK/DeBeNe BIZET experimental programme in ZEBRA was completed in
August 1980 and the fuel, borrowed from Germany, has been returned. Collaboration with the DeBeNe
countries on the comparative analysis of the results by UK and DeBeNe methods is continuing.

During the last year the experiments have concentrated on the study of a clean reference version
of the annular core with a central island blanket.

The analysis of the BIZET experiments on conventional cores is well advanced and in general
shows that 3D diffusion theory with FGL5 data predicts the major core properties to the desired
accuracies. There is, however, some indication that the reactivity of cells with fuel in pins is over-
predicted relative to cells with fuel in plates by more than 1%.

10.2.2 Reactivity worths of control rods

Further analyses of the measured shutdown reactivity of arrays of 19-pin natural B4C control
rods have shown that (a) only small errors are incurred by the use of 6-group cross-sections instead
of the standard 16-group structure; (b) the use of XYZ geometry rather than XY increases the reactivity
worth of the arrays by 4%; (c) separate representation of the 3 regions (absorber or follower, sodium/
steel, and fuel pins) in the diffusion theory calculations reduces the worth by 3%.

10.2.3 Analysis of blanket reaction rates

The experimental work peformed on the earlier PFR mock-up core in ZEBRA, in which a clean
UOj blanket, an irradiated U02 blanket with 2% Pu/U, and a natural uranium carbide blanket were
studied in a 90° sector, has been analysed.

The standard PFR/CDFR calculational route (using 16-group diffusion theory with one mesh per
lattice pitch) showed that ^ 'U and a 'Pu fission and 23*U capture and fission rates in the blanket are
overestimated, relative to the core, by several per cent. The a*U capture rate is generally overpredicted
by 4 + 3%. This discrepancy is now"the most important one in determining blanket/core power ratios.

10.3 Methods development

Design computation for CDFR is carried out in such a way as to derive the maximum benefit
from PFR experience, and a common modular computational scheme (COSMOS) is used for calcula-

tions on both reactors. Expansion of transport theory capabilities within COSMOS has continued by
incorporating more of the MARC (Pn) geometrical options; triangular-Z problems have been run suc-
cessfully, and XYZ ones are undergoing tests. Attention has been given to the problem of automatically
guarding, archiving and retrieving information held in the COSMOS databank. A suite of codes named
CODIP, the COSMOS Data Integrity Procedure, is nearing completion. Its main functions are to manage
the disc storage allocated for COSMOS databanks, and to guarantee that the contents of a databank
can be recovered in the event of failure or corruption of a disc.

A fast method is being sought for solving the neutron transport equations by using diffusion
coefficients and removal cross-sections, which are a function of the spatial source distribution, to cast
the equations into a form like those of the diffusion approximation. The method already shows promise
of being considerably faster than the standard discrete ordinates code, DOT.

10.4 Neutronics calculations for CDFR

10.4.1 Heterogeneous core designs for CDFR

Calculations have been carried out at Risley on a promising heterogeneous core design for CDFR.
This design consists of a central island of blanket sub-assemblies with 66 additional blanket sub-
assemblies arranged in broken annuli within the core. There are 306 fuelled sub-assemblies and
surrounding the fuelled region are 3 complete rings of radial blanket sub-assemblies.

A notable feature of the design is that only one feed plutonium enrichment is used for the core
sub-assemblies. The blanket sub-assemblies in the core, apart from the central island, are positioned
so as to produce a fairly flat radial power distribution. The radial power form factor is 1-14, which is
about 0-06 lower than the value for the homogeneous core design. The radial form factor does not
change greatly as irradiation proceeds or as the control rods are moved.

The breeding gain is significantly higher for the heterogeneous core than for the standard design,
i.e. 0-27 compared with 0-22, and this outweighs the higher feed enrichment to the extent that the
doubling time is 20 years, which compares with 23 years for the homogeneous design.

The integrated damage dose to fuel cladding and wrapper is reduced by 15% compared with the
homogeneous design, mainly because the higher enrichment does not require so high a neutron flux
for a given rating.

The maximum positive increase in reactivity on coolant loss from the fuelled region of the core
is approximately half that for the homogeneous core, but the fuel Doppler constant is reduced by just
less than this amount. The safety coefficients thus change in opposite directions and only detailed
safety calculations can demonstrate whether there are significant safety advantages in the hetero-
geneous design.

Calculations have been carried out to investigate whether there is any cost advantage in using
"3U enriched oxide in the radial blanket of CDFR to reduce the power variation between fresh and fully
irradiated blanket sub-assemblies and hence to reduce potential thermal striping problems. To achieve
an outlet temperature change of less than 60°K in the absence of variable gagging the ratio of power
of the fully irradiated sub-assembly to power generated in the fresh condition should be less than 1-6.
Such a power variation can be achieved by using 2% enriched fuel and reducing the average dwell time
by 20% so as not to exceed the peak ratings and bum-up of the standard blanket sub-assembly.

70.4.2 Meltdown studies

Some fast reactor accident scenarios could lead, albeit with low probability, to varying degrees
of fuel melting. Some work has been carried out on the study of the criticality of spheres of typical
mixtures of fuel and steel which might be present in such a situation.
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The results showed that for the outer core zone of CFR the quantity of heavy metal in the core
region (i.e. not including the axial blanket sections) of about 8 sub-assemblies would be critical when
reflected by a mixture similar to that in the shield elements surrounding the core. For the inner core
zone of CFR where the fuel enrichment is lower the corresponding number of sub-assemblies is about
20.

70.4.3 Transport flasks

Design feasibility studies of CFR fuel transport flasks for both spent and fresh fuel have been
made. It is concluded that feasibility has been established but that some test and development work
should be undertaken, including work to verify the heat transfer from a sub-assembly contained within
a sodium-filled canister, the effectiveness of shrink-fitted fins and the development of impact limiters.

10.5 Energy deposition and shielding

Penetration of neutrons and gamma-rays through shielding materials is calculated for design
purposes with the SCOREM code. Verification of the code in a manner consistent with CEGB Quality
Assurance requirements has been carried out during the year, involving hand checking of simple prob-
lems and comparison of more difficult ones with elaborate Monte Carlo calculations. The latter have
themselves been checked against actual penetration measurements made in the ASPIS facility at
Winfrith. An international standard measurement of this type involving penetrations of 50 and 75 cm
of iron was recently reported to a Nuclear Energy Agency meeting in Paris.

A new finite-element code FENDER has been written which solves the diffusion equations with
the Adjusted Diffusion Coefficient method. At present it is restricted to 2 dimensions but the extension
to 3 dimensions will be implemented in due course. The method has already been validated in
graphite/steel/sodium systems.

10.6 Engineering analyses

10.6.1 Natural convection heat removal

PFR experiments made during 1979 on removal of decay heat by natural convection have been
analysed at Risley using a specially written computer code TRUDI. This led to the discovery of
unexpected flow paths, leading to code modifications. The work has also been used to support an
international evaluation of a range of plant low-coolant-flow situations by an expert group of the
Nuclear Energy Agency's Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations.

10.6.2 Thermohydraulics of primary circuit transients

The prediction of thermal transients in the primary circui' of an LMFBR relies to a large extent
on the results of tests with simulant fluids such as water. To ensure thermal similarity between a water
model and the reactor it is necessary that the diffusion of heat be similar in both flows. In a turbulent
water flow, the overall diffusivity of heat is dominated by the turbulent contribution. For a sodium flow
thermal conduction is often significant. In addition, for sodium there is an added complication that the
high thermal conductivity causes the turbulent contribution to be smaller than in the equivalent water
case. As this latter effect is not amenable to calculation, two geometrically similar (jet-in-pool)
experiments, one in water, one in sodium have been designed at the CEGB Berkeley Nuclear Labora-
tories (BNU to examine the turbulent contribution for a recirculating flow.

The water experiment allows the turbulent diffusion of heat and momentum to be deducted
from the temperature and velocity profiles, whereas, in the analogous sodium experiment only the

turbulent diffusion of heat can be deduced. By adjustment of the empirical parameters in a suitable
turbulence model, a best fit to the experimental data can be obtained. The code used for this analysis
is FEATT-1, which has been developed at BNL to solve the elliptic form of the momentum and energy
equations by a finite-element method. The experimental phase of the project is now complete and a
preliminary analysis has been conducted at BNL by assuming a constant enhanced diffusivity over the
whole of the flow field. This model* though adequate to show the differences in behaviour between
sodium and water, is inadequate for resolving the various flow regimes present in the experiment To
provide a more detailed treatment, a 'structured-diffusivity' model is being developed for the definitive
analysis of the experiment

10.6.3 Design of intermediate heat exchangers

A new computer code ANTHEA is being developed to assist in the design work on CDFR inter-
mediate heat exchangers, partly based on air-flow analogue experiments. The design satisfies more
stringent requirements than that for PFR. complying with the new ASME N47 code.

10.7 The U5U enriched LMFBR

On present projections of nuclear capacity it is likely that within a few years of the start of
series-ordering of the LMFBR, whose plutonium inventory is about 4 t a 'Pu (or its equivalent) per GWe,
the stocks of plutonium that have been produced by thermal reactors will be exhausted. The rate of
commissioning Pu-enriched LMFBRs will be then limited by the rate of production of plutonium rather
than by demand. The most likely course will be to commission thermal reactors to make up the
deficiency, but the use of U'V enriched LMFBRs as an alternative to AGRs has been assessed.

The core's a5U inventory is about 31 at an enrichment of 19%, and the optimum design is
virtually identical to that of the Pu-enriched version. The use of this reactor in place of the AGR in the
smaller CA'i nuclear programme mentioned in last year's IWG Report leads to a slight increase at first
in natural uranium needs because of the higher inventory, but later to a saving of 20 kt (out of 250 kt)
in natural uranium by 2050 because of the better neutron economy of the fast reactor.

10.8 CFR control and dynamics

Dynamic plant models have been developed in close collaboration with CEGB and NNC both in
detail for component design and in a simplified survey form for whole-plant analysis, extrapolating
from PFR experience. A rigorous model validation exercise is planned involving scrutiny of the model
contents, sensitivity analysis and comparison with rigs and recorded plant transients.

10.9 Neutron flux instrumentation

To pursue further the feasibility of achieving high neutron sensitivity coupled with low resolving
time in the pulse counting mode (necessary to achieve acceptable discrimination against gammas) a
high temperature in-piie fission chamber irradiation experiment has been set up. The performance of
four chambers having different filling gas mixtures and interelectrode gaps is being monitored to
establish their life under CFR conditions. Initial results indicate potentially long life for chambers using
rare gas mixtures and rapid deterioration of those with argon/nitrogen filling.

Mineral-insulated cables of high insulation resistance are now being produced commercially
with high yields. Nevertheless the small-pulse breakdown phenomenon is still present in these
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improved quality cables and in view of its potential seriousness at CFR temperatures research into it
has been intensified. To achieve the improved screening necessary for Campbell mode operation, a
more compact configuration of multiple-screen "colaminax" mineral insulated cable is being developed
as a possible basis for future CFR chamber requirements.
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CDFR Reactor Arrangement

1 Core
2 Diagrid
3 Strongback
4 Inner Tank
5 Primary Vessel
6 Guard Vessel
7 Vault
8 Above Core Structure
9 Roof
10 Rotating Shield
11 IHX
12 Primary Pump
13 Outer Neutron Shield
14 Secondary Sodium Pipework
15 Control Rod Mechanisms
16 H.R Piping
17 Roof Cooling
18 Gas Inlet
19 Gas Outlet
20 Intermediate Plenum
21 Dynamic Level 540'C
22 Dynamic Level 370C
23 Debris Tray
24 Static Level370C
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STATUS OP PAST BREEDER REACTOR DEVELOPMENT IN THE
UNITED STATES

K. HORTON
U.S. Department of Energy-
Washington, D.C.
United States of America

INTRODUCTION

The energy policy of the United States is aimed at shifting as rapidly as
practicable from an oil dependent economy to one that relies heavily on other
fuels and energy sources. Nuclear power is now and is expected to continue
to be an important factor in achieving this goal. If nuclear power is to
contribute to a solution of future energy needs, demonstration of the breeder
reactor as a viable source of essentially inexhaustible energy supply is
essential.

The United States Department of Energy program for development of the fast
breeder reactor has witnessed some notable events in the past year. Foremost
among these is the successful operational testing of the Fast Flux Test
Facility (FFTF), located at.the Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory.
The reactor reached full design power of 400 MW(t) on December 21, 1980, and
has performed remarkably close to design specifications.

Design of the Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant (CRBRP), a 375 MW(e) LMFBR,
is now over 80 percent complete. About $530 million in components have been
ordered; component deliveries total approximately $124 million; work-in-
process totals another $204 million. Construction of the plant, however, has
been suspended since 1977. With the concurrence of the U.S. Congress
and approvals from the appropriate authorities work on the safety review and
site clearing for construction can resume.

The Conceptual Design Study (CDS) for a large, 1000 MW(e) LMFBR Large
Developmental Plant (LDP) was recently completed on a schedule commensurate
with submission of a full report to the Congress at the end of March, 1981.
This report is the culmination of a study which began in October, 1978 and
involved contributions from U.S. reactor manufacturers and USDOE laboratories.

The USDOE is carrying forward a comprehensive technology development program.
This effort provides direct support to the FFTF and CRBRP projects and to the
LDP. It also supports technology development which is generic to the overall
LMFBR program. Funding for breeder technology activities exceeds $150 million
in FY 1981. Major test facilities supporting the breeder technology efforts
are also continuing operation. Several new facilities are under construction
or in advanced stages of planning.
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